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American drama was not fi r mly est ab lished, even by 
1824. This fact can be s een by che cking t he subject matter 
used for plays in t he Unite d States up to this period . It is 
true that some Ameri can t hemes provided material for the 
stage, but the majority of p lays had forei 8n t hemes . Charles 
II was of t his latter class . The play, its e l f , is i mportant 
for t he opportunity it prov i ded two gr eat act )rs , Mr . Kemble 
and Mr. Fawcett, and the success it proved to be for its 
authors, John Howard Payne , and Was hington Irving . 
The play is set in Eng l and during the Restoration . 
King Charles ruled f r om 1660 to 1685 , and it was with in this 
period the present production was limited . Authenticity was 
foremost and an exact reproduction of this peri od was 
a t tempted. Wherever possible the scenery , costuming , acting 
and direction were that of t he Restoration Theatr e . Such 
things as candles and proscenium doors could not be 
duplicated. The script used was from Repres entative American 
Plays, by Arthur Hobson Quinn. 
This thesi s is divided into four parts . These are: 
research, script, production and evaluation. It is in part 
four, evaluation, that a s urr11nary is g iven of the producti on . 
The thesis was written f or directors who, it is hoped , may 
gain help from it. Language and terms are the t heat re's 
and the play is for the act or. 


CHARLES II AND THE RESTORATION 
As far back as sny Englishman could remember, England 
had been ruled by a monarch in whom every loyal subject had 
a reasonable amount of faith and trust . All felt that a 
monarch commanded re pect, and out of respec t to him they 
gave allegiance . Before the English Commonwealth (1642-
1660), there was a dissatisfact ion among the people and 
general unrest between King Charles I and Parliament . 
·Because of the friction between the ruling forces , armies 
were assembled and deployed . Charles I lost the battle to 
Cromwell and the Puritans . After the war had ended Charles 
was executed , and the hero of the war , Cromwell, became the 
leader of the people . 
The Commonwealth form of gove r nment was ru l e by a 
Puritan minority led by Cromwell, whose measure s wer e 
limited by an army . To the Puritan , pleasure was an enemy , 
so anything t hat hinted at pleasure was curtailed. Gambling 
house s and theatres were closed . Bear- baiting was stopped . 
Nearly all games and amusements, from dancing and bell 
ringing to wrest l ing and the chase , were discontinued. 1 
l H. A. Taine , History of English Literature 
( Philadelphia: Henry Altemus Company, copyri ght by Howard 
E. Altemus, 1908), II , p . 324. 
2 
Puritanism, with its strict mora l and r e l igious code , 
stifled the English people. 2 People were soon dissatis-
fied wi th their new form of government. Restrictions on 
the press were fur ther incre ase d , and re l i gious worship was 
curbed. As prot ec tor , Cromwell ruled the country with an 
army behind him. At h i s dea t h , his son , Ri chard ·Cromwell , 
became Lord Protector. Richard lacked the ability f or 
governing , so he turned the country over completely to the 
army . General Monck , a commander of the Puritan army , 
worked to reconvene Parl iament: it me t and decided to 
restore the ex iled prince. 3 
The ne w ruler , Charle s II , had been born at one 
o'clock in t he af ternoon in St . James ' Pa lace on May 29 , 
1630. Venus, t he mor ning st ar , shone bri ghtly in daylight 
following his birth , an d a few days later ther was an 
almost total eclipse of t he sun . These unusual phenomena 
seemed t6 be indicative of heavenly interest in the babe . 
4 Grea t t h ing s were expected of Charles by the people . 
The f uture monarch was not a p r etty child . His own 
2 J. A. Rickar d , An Outli ne of the History of 
England (tenth -edition; Ne w York : Barnes & Noble, Inc ., 
1951), p. 110. 
3 Ibid., pp. 108-109 . 
4 Osmund Ai ry , Char le s g ( London : Goupil & Co ; 
Manzi Joyant & Company , Succes sor s, 1 901), pp . 1-2 . 
3 
mother wrote to her former governess describing young 
Charles by saying , nHe is so ugly that I am ashamed of him; 
n5 but his size and features supply the want of beauty •• . . 
His mother kept waiting for him to become na l it tle fairer , " 
but her wait was endless, for black he was and . black he 
6 remained. At seventeen he was described by Airy as having 
"large bright eyes, u and a swarthy complexion; he had black 
hair and an ugly mouth. Yet, even thou gh he was over six 
feet tall, he had a f i ne figure and "carried himself with 
grace and di gnity . ''7 When shown his picture forty years 
afterward, he exclaime d , "Odd's fish , I am an ugly fellow . "8 
In his early childhood Char les was put under the 
tutorship of Will iam Cavendish, Earl of Newcastle, who 
cauti oned the youngster against too much book learning and 
devotion. Af t er three ye ars Newcastle re si gne d as tutor 
and was su ccee ded by William Seymour, Marquis of Hertford, 
who was unfit because of old age to guide the "quick- witted" 
. lad, then eleven years old . As war grew more inevitable 
and Hertford's services were neede d elsewhere , young Charles 
was given over to t he Earl of Berkshire who was , according 
5 Ibid., P • 3 . 
6 Ibid., p. 4. 
7 Ibid., p . 25. 
8 Ibid., P• 4. 
to Clarendon, "a born fool." 
4 
9 
During Charles' youth the Civil War was being waged 
between his father's forces and t hose of Parliament . Being 
concerned about his son's safety the king sent Charles out 
of England . Before he was thirteen he had learned that 
divinity would not protect a king . 10 Young Charles always 
I 
considered the throne of Engl and his , and his heart's desire 
was to be seated upon it. So he requested aid from Scot land, 
but wa s f orced to agree to certain of their demands. He 
was to permit no liberty of nPopish religion" in his domin-
ions. He must relinquish "all fut ure control over civil 
and ecclesiastical matters , " to Parliament and the Assembly 
of the Kirk. Charles suffered ignominy by accepting the 
Scottish demands. His purpos e was the hope of recovering 
the throne with the army of the Scots. Scotland wanted 
him wi t h them "in order that under his name they might 
exalt the Covenant, which he abhorred, above the 
Sectaries. 011 Prince Charles obtained a following of 
Scotch soldiers and invaded England, where he was met and 
12 defeated by Cromwell. As the war between the king and 
9 Ibi d., pp . 5-10. 
10 Ibi d ., P• 109. 
11 Ibid., pp . 50-55. 
12 Rickard, .2.E· cit., p . 107. 
5 
Parliament progressed, the pr ince sought safety abroad , 
13 landing in France when he was but sixteen . For the 
second time, now with a reward on his head , he was forced to 
flee the country he had hoped to rule. 14 
The hardships he suf fere d in France while i n exile 
are valuable in giving an insight into his later life . 
During their exile in France, Charles and his court were 
ill-fed and ill-clothed . They had not enough money t o get 
fuel for a fire. Checking Charles' finances on September 5, 
1657, it was found that his court owed fo r 0 every bit of 
meat, every drop of dri nk, a ll the f ire and al l the candles 
that hath been spent since the King ' s coming hither •••• 015 
In spite of his many hardships , life at the French court 
had a marke d influence on the young prince . He was not long 
in becoming "• •• initiated into the relaxati on of a court 
where intrigue, duelling , and license reigned supreme . "16 
During the exi l e a ll was not well with Engl and . The 
people were becoming a nnoyed wi t h a government they did not 
like. A king and parliament were common to the people . 
First they had thrown off the despotic rule of Charles I , 
13 Airy,~• cit., P• 21. 
14 . Ibid., p. 109. 
15 Ibid., PP • 71, 83. 
16 ~-, P• 24. 
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then the military des potism. Now, they wanted a king who 
could sympathize with t heir situation. 17 Yet , the burden 
of the Restorat i on did not lie entire ly with the English 
people. Charles and his ministers were working f or the 
same goal, as is certified by his signing of the Declara-
tion at Breda. 18 The conditions under whi ch he si gned 
were these: 11 The reco gniti on of the absolute authority of 
Parliament in quest l ons r egarding the Church an d the land, 
the complete waiving of a desire for personal vengeance , 
"1 t he satisfaction of Monck's army ••• 9 
Although .these conditions would appear t o restrict a 
monarch, it was not a one-si de d arrangement , for to be King 
of Engl and meant h i gh esteem an d power. Penal ties of h i gh 
treason were i mpos ed on persons expressing by printing , 
writing , or preaching , any doctrine subversive of the king's 
royal esta te or on those plo t ting to levy a war on the 
king . Anyone who declared that the king was a papist or a 
heretic or tha t he was attempting to introduce popery was 
20 disqualified f r om office. The king ' s status was of no 
mean proportions. I n David Ogg ' s book, Englan d in the 
17 Ibid., p . 99 . 
18 Arthur Br yant , Ki 4g Charles II (London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1932), p. 7. 
19 Airy, 2£• cit., p . 100. 
20 Davi d Ogg , England in the Reign of Charles II 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1934T, I, p . 198. 
Reign of Charles II, one gets more than a glimp se of the 
scope of the king's omnipotence: 
The crown was t hought of, not as an of f ice having 
alloted powers, but as constituting in itself the 
life blood of the State. The king was not a func-
tionary a t the head of a pyramid, but was himself 
the stone and mortar of the structure, ••• and 
holding the edifice together by that supernatural 
power derived from unction and consecration. He 
7 
was the source of life in the state, for every le-
gitimate enterprise had ultimately its origin and 
sanction in him •••• As God's li eutenant on earth , 
the king was a priest , and so must not give reasons 
for what he said or did . He must not be cursed in 
public or private; his power of pardon was un-
limited; even in the pre sence of death he was an 
exception; fo r as it was treason to think of his 
death, so nothing might be spoken or written wherein 
his deceas e was expressed or implied. 21 
Then came the day Evelyn spoke of in his diary , 
Char les' triumphant return t o England. The entry is given 
here in it s entirety, mainly because of the picture it 
presents. The date is May 29, 1660: 
This day , his Majesty, Charles II came to London, 
after a sad and long exile and calamitous suffering 
both of the King an d Church, being seventee n years . 
This wa s a lso his birthday, and with a triumph of 
above 20,000 horse and foot , brandishing t heir 
swords, and shouting with inexpres sible joy ; the 
way strewn with f lowers, the bells ringing , t he 
streets h ung with tapestry , fountains running wine; 
the Mayor, Alderman , and all the Companies, in t heir 
liveries, chains of gold, and banners; Lords and 
nobels, clad in cloth of si lver , gold , and velvet; 
the windows and balconies, all set with ladies; 
trumpets, music and myriads of people f locking , 
even so far as from Rochester , so as t hey were 
seven hours in passing the city , even from two in 
the afternoon till nine at ni ght . I stood in the 
21 Ibid., pp . 139-141. 
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Strand and beheld it, and blessed God. And all 
this was done without one drop of blood shed, and 
by that very army which rebelled against him: but 
it was the Lord's doing , for su ch a res toration 
was never mentioned in any history , ancient or 
modern, since the return of the Jews from their 
Babylonish captivity; nor so joyful a day and so 
bright ever seen in this nation, this happening 
when to expect or effect it wa s past all human 
policy.22 
Voltaire said twenty thousand subjects rece ived Charles at 
Dover and showed t heir loyalty by falling on their knees . 
Very few of this number "could ref rain from tea rs.« 23 
It is fortunate that two great diarists lived and 
wrote during Charles' rei gn. Evelyn descri bed Cha r les' 
_coming to London; Samuel Pepys r e lated the Coronation which 
was held April 23, 1661: 
••• And a great pleasure it was to see the Abbey 
raised in the middle , all covered wi th red , ••• 
The King in his robes, bare- headed , which was ve r y 
fine. And after all had placed t hemselves, t here 
was a sermon and the service; and t hen in the 
Quire at the h i gh altar, t h e King passed through all 
the ceremoni es of t he Coronacon ••• The crown 
being put u_on his head, a great shout begun, and he 
come forth to the throne, and there passed through 
more ceremonies •••• I went out a little whi l e 
before the King had done all his ceremonies, and 
went round the Abbey t o Westminster Hall , all the 
way within rayles , and 10,000 people with t h e 
ground covered wi t h blue cloth ; and scaffolds all 
22 William Br ay , editor, The Di ary of J ohn Evelyn 
(Akron, Ohio: St. Dunstan , copyright 1901)-,-r-;-pp. 332- 333 . 
23 Co unt Grammont, Memoirs of t he Court of Charles 
Second (London: Henry G. Bohn,1864), p . 332°; citing 
Age of Lewis XIV, chapter 5. 
the way •••• And the King come in with his crowne 
on, and his sceptre in his hand , under a canopy 
borne up by six silver staves, ••• and li t tle 
bells at ever y end.24 
9 
A new monarch means new developments, and the Resto-
ration a l:ounde d in them. Virtue and piety were thrown off . 
!Jorals were corrupted by drunkennes s and entertainment . 
Disorders and riots f ollowe d the people's pretenses of 
drinking to the king ' s health. 25 There was no longer a 
satisfaction from religi on . The people wanted to know the 
truth and were led by a king who , "preferred to test every-
thing by his own keen c ommon sense. • • • 11 On the other 
-hand , beauty, that ha d long been deni ed , came back with the 
Restorat i on. Br i ght colors could be seen everywhere . 26 
London and the c ourt dictated t he f a shions; but Engli sh 
influence was not a lon e f or"• •• i t should be remembered 
that Charles' Court was much more French than English . " 27 
In Charles II 1 s day , re creation for the citizens of 
London wa s predominately rural with much dan cing by milk-
28 maids. One favorite pastime was hunting , and another was 
2 4 Diary an d Corre spondence of Samue l Pepys, F . R .S . 
(deciphered by Rev. J. Smith, New York : Bi gelow, Brown an d 
Co., Inc 
25 Grammont, loc. cit. 
26 Bryant,~- cit., pp . 9 6- 97 . 
27 Og g , .£!2.• cit., p . 97. 
28 Bryant, .2£• ~-, p . 93. 
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fishing . Among their games was a ball game not unlike 
"rugger" except more strenuous. There were twenty to 
twenty-five men on a team and a ball was carried to the 
opponent's goal. This was a rough-and-tumble game where 
every man looke d after himself . Mounte d horsemen rode on 
the field and the ball carrier would grasp the stirrup to 
be hauled at a gallop toward the goal. Other games were 
archery, bowls and fencing . Billards were quite popular 
and tennis became popular by virtue of Charles' liking for 
the game. 29 Evelyn g ave a clearer picture of amusements 
in an entry in his diary dated June 16, 1670: 
I wen t with some friends to the Bear Garden, 
where was cock- fighting , dog f i ghting , beare and 
bull ba i ting , it being a fam ous day for all these 
butcherl y sports , or ra ther barbarous cruelities . 
The bulls did exceeding well, but the Irish wolfe -
dog exceeded, which was a tall greyhound , .•• who 
bea te a cruell mastif f . One of the bulls t ss 'd a 
dog full into a l ady 's lap, as she sate in one of 
the boxes at a considerabl e hei ght from the arena . 
Two poore dogs were killed , and so all ended with 
t he ape on horseback , and I most heartily weary of 
t he rude and dirty pastime •••• 30 
There was no police protecti on , und fi gh t s and due ls 
were common oc currences . London mobs paraded t hrough the 
streets with e f f i gies of tte ope , cardinals , a nd devils 
which were st uffed with live cats and then burnt to the 
29 Ogg , .2£ • cit ., pp . 104-106. 
30 Eve l yn ' s Diary , .912. . cit., pp . 53-54 . 
31 delight of the spectators. 
A cultural aspect of the period was the English 
school sys tem. Students were compe lle d to take an oath 
11 
to obey the many sta t utes of the universities . The slight-
es t violati on may have be en considered perjury and was dealt 
wi t h accordingl y . Schools" · •• in the rei gn of Char l e s 
. . . were on the whole educati onally unpr oductive . 11 32 
The drama , for a t i me, held more favor with the 
people than d i d s ch ools . Charles was fond of the theatre 
and gave financia l aid to actors , bringing them up to a 
higher social status . French inf l uence was seen i n the 
heroic p l ay . Its charac teristic s were stereotyped char acters, 
and a tendency .away from actualities . An other popul ar t ype 
of p l ay wa s the come dy of manners . These pl ays became v ery 
tiresome, however, and the stage diminish ed in popu larity . 33 
The greatest influence was exerted on England by the 
popular press. News papers we re the f irst f ruits of the 
press. They contained news , forei gn an d domestic , adve r -
tisements, and a los t-and- found c o lumn. The re ading publi c 
abs orbed , thrive d and grew up on a t ype of li terature, the 
main purpose of which wa s diversion . Thi s material held 
accounts of murders, and othe r disasters . There were ghos t 
31 Br yant , ..2.E· cit., pp . 87-88 . 
32 Ogg ,.££• cit., II , pp . 695-696 . 
33 Ibid., p . 707. 
12 
stories of haunte d h ouses and of ghos ts who pulled clothing 
off peop le in bed. There were many stories of persons who 
slept for long periods of time and had some very revealing 
d • • f. t 34 an signi ican areams. 
Another influence upon the culture of the day was the 
cof fee house . These were most frequented by the layman where 
he could expres s h is own views . Rich and poor , learned and 
un-learned me t at these houses . Knowledge was i mproved 
through conversation and one could learn more in an evening 
than he could in a month with books . The gulf between the 
learned and t he un-learned was bridged by t he coffee houses. 
With more people acquiring a keen sense of p ublic affair s, 
the government ordered the suppression of coffee house s in 
1675. The proclamation was not enforced, so newspapers 
35 were excluded from them . 
The a ttention now turns to Charles the person, as a 
man and as a king . Amon g the l ast l etters Charles I wrote 
his son was one telling h im t o kee p his promises if he 
became king and not to s eek revenge . 36 It is se en fr om the 
Dec laration of Breda that Char le s heeded this a dvi ce. The 
devotion shown to Charles by his sub jects soon after he 
became king mus t be indicative of the desire they had t o be 
34 Ibid ., PP • 710-711. 
35 Ibid., I, p . 101. 
36 Airy,.£!?.•£!!., p . 37. 
13 
ruled by a monarch . On June 4, 1660, Eve l yn wrote: 
The eagerness of men, women , and children to see 
his Majes ty an d kisse his hands was so greate , that 
he had scarce lisure to eate for some days , coming 
as they did from all par t s of ~he Nation; and the 
King being as willing to give them that satisfacti on , 
would have none kept out, but gave accesse to all 
sorts of people . 37 
When his second Parliament wa s called on May 8, 1661, 
Charles greeted them with t hese words: "I know most of your 
names and faces and can never hope to f ind better men in 
38 your places." The Speaker, Sir Edward Turner , wishe d tha t 
Spain and the Indies might know that His Majesty, "was the 
. h ld " 39 greatest monarch int e wor •••• 
As a man , Char les II has been denied personal courage, 
but an eye witness of the battle against Cromwell told of 
such exploits, as his charging the enemy in face of great 
danger and taking more chances than his of f ic rs . 40 
Char les, however , had other redeeming characteristics. A 
person who knew Char les described him in this way : 
He is s omewhat taller than the mi ddle s tature of 
Englisbn1en ; s o exactly formed that the most curious 
eye cannot find any error in hi s shape. His face 
i s rather grave than severe, which is very much soft-
ened whensoever he speaks; his complexion is some-
what dark, but much enlightened by his eyes , which 
37 Evelyn's Diary , ~· cit., p . 323. 
38 Ogg , ~- Cit•, p . 197. 
39 Loo. cit. 
40 Airy, on . ..£ii.' p . 67. 
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are quick and sparkling . Unti l he was near twenty 
years of age the fi gure of his face was very lovely, 
but he is since grown leaner; and now the majesty 
of hi s count enance supplies the lines of beauty . 
His hair, which he hath in great p lenty is of shin-
ing black, not frizzled, but s o naturally c urling 
into great rings that it is a very comely ornament. 
His motions are so easy and gr a cefu l that t hey do 
very much recommend his person when he either 
walks, dances, plays at pall mall, at tennis or 
rides the great h ors e whi ch are his usual exercises . 
To the gr acefullnes s of h i s deportment may be joined 
his easine s s of access , h i s pat ience in attention , 
and the gentlene ss both i n the tune and style of his 
speech; so that those whom either the venerat ion for 
h is di gnity or the majesty of his presence have put 
into an awful respect are re a ssured a s soon as he 
enters into a conversation.41 
It is also told that he mastered French and could 
- unders t and Italian and Spani sh; he knew mathemat i cs in its 
relat i on to f ortif ications, and was skill ed in the art of 
navigati on. All t his was regular traini ng of a pr ince . In 
addition h e s tudied a person' s charac ter by his fa ce and 
although this was an unusual study he became quite proficient . 42 
His personality was not ent irel y suited to h is ki ngly 
appearance. He could not be gr ave at solemn occasions . In 
church he would f lirt with Lady Castlemaine , or give an 
acquaintance a friendl y nod . 43 But these traits should not 
be used to reflect unfavorabl y on his other fine 
41 Ogg , .2.2· cit., I, p . 148, cit ing A Character of 
Charles g, Sir Samue l Tuke , 1660 . 
42 Ogg , .2.£ cit., p . 148. 
43 Grammont , .212• cit., p . 452. 
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characteristics, as Ogg so clearly pointed out: 
" 
.As a man an d as a Stuart he was a remar kabl e ex-
cep tion. As a Stuart, he was ab l e t o a b ide toba cco , 
he had a sens e of humour, and he knew when to yeild; 
a s a man , he had the gift then known as second-
si ght, and af t e r t h irty years of age he had nothi ng 
mo r e to learn. His jests s er ved to disarm his asso-
ciates, as h is intui t i on enabl ed ~him t o read their 
minds; where others exce lled in cleverness , industry, 
or virtue, he c once a led i ns tinc t , deter mination , 
and a s ound poli t ical s ense •••. 44 
According to the Vic t or ian writer , Osmund Airy , 
Th er e never l i ve d a Ki ng who more openly , 
declared his a dmi r ation f or honesty , purity, and loftiness 
of character. tr 45 This same writer draws atten t ion to the 
- f a ct t h a t Char les r ev eled in pro stitution , drunkenness , and 
di shonour; but t h a t he showed his contemp t for hi s fo llowers 
46 i n these pas times. 
Char les wa s better s uited to have been a country 
gentleman t han a king . He wa s robust and healthy , and was 
up p l aying tenn is a t f i ve on summe r morning s . His great 
love for hunt i ng wa s equa l led by his delight in walking 
47 several h ou r s a day . He re-landscaped the St . James Park, 
which had been neg l ected during the Int erregn um , and made it 
44 Og g , .2.£ • cit ., p . 1 49 . 
45 Ai r y , .2J2.• ci t ., p . 1 31. 
46 Loe. cit. 
47 Ibid., pp . 133-134 . 
a haven for the animals an d birds he loved. 
16 
48 
Charles had no 11 ••• ferv ent reli gi ous fee l ing , ••• 
no reserve or sobriety of thought and li f e, nor uns e l f ish -
ness, nor high purpose, nor rega l magnanimity . "49 Tha t he 
had some integrity is sh own by h is g~eat determinati on in 
p aying his debts. Charles told Samuel Morlan d , who wa s 
totaling these debts, 0 I shall be abl e t o pa y the banke r s' 
debts which I have so much a t heart , and i f God gi ves me 
life I h ope to pay a t least some of the King , my father ' s 
debts." 50 In case the reader is too ha s t y in his judgement 
of Charles and hi s traits , i t woul d be well to keep in mind 
that Charles h ad experi enced the dis comfort of exile and wa s 
determined never t o be cold and hungr y again . The thoughts 
of his exile were grea ter than h i s desire for ab solu t ism . 
Perhaps this was why, when a problem requ· red pers istence , 
51 he usuall y let i t take its own cour se. 
In order to know this me r r y monar ch b e t t e r one must 
become ac quainted wi th h i s f r iends , h is wife and his 
mistresses. One c om anion t o the king , a poet of t h e day , 
48 Bryan .212· cit., p . 107. 
49 Airy , .2.1?.· ci t ., p . 4. 
50 Bryan, .£1?.• ci t ., p . 353. 
51 Robert Livings ton Schuyl er and He r man Au s ubel, 
editors, The Making of English Hi story ( New York: Dr yden 
Pres s , 1952), p. 341-.-
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was John Wilmot , Ea r l of Roches ter. He po ssessed a brigh t 
wit an d r ev eled in al l s orts of ex travagances and frolics . 
For a few y ears he was alway s drunk , an d was ever doing some 
mischi ef . The ki ng loved h is c omp any , for the di vers ion it 
af f orded . Ac cor di ng to Burne t , Rochester "was nat ura l ly 
mode s t , ti ll t he Cour t corrupt ed him. " 52 He was "the firs t 
l yri c a l poet of the Restora t ion , " but "wa s a l s o i t s wors t 
nat ured man . "53 However, Roche s t er cannot be d i smi ssed 
bec au s e of his i mmora l poetry . It was sa i d t hat" · • • t he 
finest of h i s song s reveal a sweetnes s and pur ity of feeling 
f or whi ch t he legends of his life are very f ar from prepa r i ng 
n54 us. 
Eng l an d , as a country , r ather t han Char les, a s a man , 
de t ermine d his ch oi c e of a bri de . Portugal's pri nce s s 
Cat herine was h is s ubje c t s 1 cho ice . 
Portuga l had been fri endl y with Engl and through the 
Interregnum and rema i ne d f riendl y with the ex iled Stuart . 
Al so , her overse as possessi ons ma de her importan t c ommer-
cially . Charl es needed money , an d the Portuguese ag ent , De 
Me l ho, of f er e d 10 , 0 00 pounds a s a dowry , whi ch h ad an 
52 Gr ammont , .£.2 • c i t ., p . 370, ci ting Bish op Bur net , 
His tory of His Own Time s , I, p . 372 . 
53 Th omas Humphry Ward , edit or , The Eng l i sh Poe t s 
(New Yor k : The Ma cmi l lan Company , 1916) , II , p . 424 . 
54 Loe. ci t . 
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influence with Charles. So it was that Catherine of Br aganz a 
reached Portsmouth on May 13, 1662, and a week la ter was 
joined by Charles. The wedding took place a t Portsmouth on 
May 21, with two ceremonies being c onducted; one under the 
ritual of the Roman Catholic Church and one ac cording t o t he 
English servi ce. 55 This marri age had had its first overtures 
back in 1644, when Charles wa s fourteen and t he Infanta wa s 
seven. However , at that time it was not acceptab l e beca use 
she was Catholic. It was sai d , later , that she · could not 
bear any children, a fact whic h less ened the strong feeling 
against her. Charles had only seen a picture of her and was 
disappointed when she came to E? gland. She wa s sma ll in 
stat ure an d could not compete with the charms of Charles' 
56 mistress, the Counte s s of Castlemaine. However , her dowry 
undoubtedly pleased Charles. Beside s the o ~fer of 10,000 
pounds, there was the isla nd of Bombay , the Tangier territ ory 
57 and fr ee trade in the East Indies and Brazil. 
Charles wrote to Cla r endon on the morning of h is 
marriage describing his wi fe : 
Her face is not s o exact as to be called a beaut y , 
though her eyes are excellent good, an d not any t h ing 
in her face that in the least degree can shoque one 
55 Ogg , .212• cit., PP • 183-184, 188 . 
56 Grammont, .£12.· ill_., pp . 436-137. 
57 I bid., p . 436. 
••• an d i f I have any skil l in v i siogni my , which 
I t h ink I have , she mu s t be as good a woman as ever 
wa s borne. Her conver s a tion, as mu ch as I can 
perce ave i s very good , for she hath wi t enough , and 
a most agr ee able voy se. You would wonder to see how 
well we a r e ac quainted already . 58 
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On May 30, 1662, Eve l yn wr ot e in his diary concerning t he 
queen . He, t oo, thought she had "excellent eyes," but she 
al s o had protuding t eeth and an o l ive comp l exion . 59 
About a mont h af t er Charles had been married , his 
mist r ess, Lady Castlema ine , bore a son who was proper ly 
named Charle s . His Lady ne eded Charles and he was not one 
to forge t a f r iend in need . He left the queen and moved to 
La dy Cast l emaine' s apartment . His wife suffered greatly from 
t h i s , but i t was not i nt entional unkindness t o her ; he 
rea l i zed h is duty of love to his mistress . 6° Claren don 
admoni shed Charl es f or appointing Lady Castlemai ne as one of 
t he wait i ng women to t h e queen . Charles i nstr ucte d Clarendon 
in a l et ter as f ollows : 
If you will obl i ge me eternally , make this 
bu s ine ss as easy to me as you can , of what opini on 
soever you are; for I am resolved to go through 
with this mat t er , l et what wi l l come of it . ••• 
58 Ogg , op . cit ., p . 188 , citing Lans downe M. s . 
1236, f . 124. -
59 Evelyn ' s Diary , .5?1?. • cit ., p . 348 . 
60 Br yant , .5?1?. · cit ., pp . 148-149 . 
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And whos oever I f ind to be My Lady Castlema i ne 's 
enemy in this ma t ter, I do promise on my word to 
be his enemy as long as I live.61 
During the Popish Plot, Titus Oates a ccused the queen 
of trying to kill the king . Before the House of Gommons he 
said, "Aye, Taitus Oates , accause Cat~e r i ne, Queen of 
Engl and , of haigh traisont "62 Charles put Oates in 
confinement and s a id, "They think I have a mind to a new 
wi f e; But, for all that, I will not see an innocent woman 
abused." 63 
Charles II was notorious for h is many mistresses . 
The dis cus s i on of them has been saved unt i l now, purpos ely 
in the hope t h a t h is character and personality would help 
one to understand this phas e of his l if e . Airy tells that 
when barely sixteen Charles was a father64 and throughout 
his life, "women seeme d t o be the aggressors . 065 Although 
he was v er y happy wi t h his wife , and she was very much in 
love with him, it was di ff icult for him to resi st a lady 
who p l eased his eye . 66 
61 Ogg , .£2. • cit., p . 188 , c it i ng Lansdowne :M . s . 
1236, f . 128 . 
62 Gr ammont, £.E• cit., p . 442 . 
63 !Loe. cit. -- --
64 Airy , £.E· cit., p . 22 . 
65 I bi d ., p . 128. 
66 ryant, .££ · cit., p . 147. 
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Charles' favorite mistress was Nell Gwynn, described 
by Burnet as, "the indiscreetest and wi ldes t crea t ure that 
ever was in a court •• During her earl y life she was 
said to have sold fish i n the street s and t o have journeyed 
from tavern to tavern enterta ining pe? le by sing i ng . She 
went next into a house of ill r epu te and afterwar ds into the 
theatre. She was mistress to Hart and Lacey , bo t h actor s . 
Another account said that she was an orange girl at the Drury 
68 Lane Theatre . 
Nell remained the faithfu l mistress of Charles f rom 
the time she was ni ne te en until h is death, a pe r iod of more 
69 than fifteen years. Before the reader ca sts any stones at 
Nell, consider this apology f or her . 
If we consider he r i n al l t he di s advan t a ges of 
her rank and education , she doe s not appear t o 
have had any criminal e r rors, more r ema r kab l e than 
her sex's fra ilty , to answer fo r ••• she never 
medd.,led in ma t ter of serious moment , or wa s the too l 
of working politicians.70 
History makes no_, reference to ell Gwynn except that 
67 Grammont, .2.1?.· cit., p . 408 , citing Bishop Burnet, 
History of his Own Time s, I, p . 369. 
68 Grammont , .£2.· ci t ., p . 407, note of Mr . Boyer , 
first translator of Grammont Memoirs . 
69 Airy , .212.· cit., p . 168 . 
70 Gr ammont, QB_. cit., pp . 408- 409, ci ting Gibber, 
Apo logy, 8 vo., p . 450. 
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she possessed wi t and was the subje ct of many anecd ts . 
On e i ~ i ncluded to show the sharpness of her wi t . 
been 
1ell Gwynn was on e day pass ng thro u ~h t he str ets 
of Oxfor d , i n her coach , when t he mob, mistaking her 
f or he r rival , t h e Duchess of ortsm uth , c nm enced 
h oot ing and loading her with every p~r obrious 
epi the t . Put ting her hea out of t h e c a ch window , 
"Good Peopl e ," she said , s iling , "y ou are mist ken · 
I am the Prote s t ant whor e . "71 
Cha r l e s had not been without c om-.)a s s i on , nor h d he 
crue l, and he t hought the «poor fr ilty of n ture" was 
a much le s s er sin tha n t1ma lice . t1 In h is own 1i los o. hy he 
honestly believed he wou l d arrive at Heaven . 72 Reli gion 
gave Charle s li tt l e conce r n . He believed what he wanted and 
used it for h is own purposes . Hi s mother was Catholic an d 
f ea r wa s arous ed i n Protestant hearts tat young Charles 
wou l d become Catholic. But , under very strict commands 
from his fa t her , young Charl es ' mother wa ' not a llowed to 
73 interf er e wi t h her son ' s reli gion . After he had be come 
t he ruling monarch , he thought the only way an English king 
could be absolute wa s to be Catholic. In August of 1668 , 
he re que sted t hat h e might a ccept the Catholic fait h , but 
be allowe d to appear outwardl y rotestant . This r e quest 
74 wa s refuse d by t h e pope . Ogg , in writing on this sub j ect 
71 Grammont, 2-Q • cit ., p . 410 . 
72 Br yant , .2£.· c i t., p . 357 . 
73 Airy , 2.£ • cit ., PP • 3 , 24 . 
74 ~-, .P • 156 . 
stated: 
• He respected Roman Catholicism for its author-
itat ive traditions, a nd beca use the ministrations of 
it s ries ts a_peared to rovi de a spiritua l hygi ene 
suitable to a temperment su ch as his ••.• 75 
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In spite of his Popish t endenci es , Charles was of the 
opinion tha t all r elig ion and worship was the same . He 
was not an agnostic , but he could not believe that God 
"woul d damn one of Hi s creatures fo r t aking a li t tle i r reg-
ular p leasure by the way . 1176 
Although he was obliged to listen to pre a chers , 
Charles had a way of easing the discomfort of the occasion . 
He wrote his sister of t he method: 
We have the same disease of sermons tha t you 
compl aine of there , but I hope you have the same 
conveni ence that the rest of the family has, of 
sleeping out most of the time , which is a grea t 
ease to t hose who a re bound to h eare them. 77 
To full y comprehend a period of history of a country 
one must know some of the disasters which happened during 
t hat pe r iod . In 1665 the Great Plague struck Engl and . It 
II . was brought by t he r a t an d circulate d by the flea . 
In its pneumoni c form it was most deadly , and was s pread by 
78 the breath of infe cted persons ." It seemed to be worse 
75 Ogg , .212 • ci t ., p . 149. 
76 Br yant , .212· cit., p . 357 . 
77 Airy , .212· cit., pp . 132-133 . 
78 Ogg , .212· cit . , p . 291 . 
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in t he months of August an d Sept ember , and there wa s no con-
si derab l e de cr ease unt il the very l atte r part of September . 79 
Bryant said, " . . . a t ho us and di e d dai l y in London . 1180 
Many be l ieved t he p l ague t o s t em from the wrath of God and 
81 so held sol emn fa sts . 
On the he e l s of the p l ague fol l owed the second great 
di saster . The Great Fire broke ou t the night of Sep tember 1 . 
Thr oughout t he fire the king and his brother stood in the 
water an d f alling r ui n s he l ping with the bucket brigade or 
giving orde r s . The charred ruins once had been the best 
part of the town and contained over ha l f of the wealth . 
One s ub jec t wrote , "Al l that is left of city and suburbs 
is acknowl edged to be whol l y due to the King and the Duke 
of York . "82 
The fire raged fo r fi v e day s . Repo1 t s , after the 
f ire , sta t ed t hat men were seen setting blazes in cellars . 
If these men were neither Dutch nor French , they were 
probably Papi st . Peop l e drew their own conclusions of the 
p lague an d fi re . " Plague wa s a di vine visitation , but the 
79 Pepys ' Di ary , £12. • ci t ., II , p . 305 . 
80 Br yant , £12. , cit . , p . 179 . 
8 1 Eve l yn ' s Di ary , .2.£ · ci t . , August 2 , 1 665 , p . 380 . 
82 Br yant , £2. • ci t ., pp . 183- 184 . 
b h u83 Fire had been con trived y uman ag enc • l tnes es 
proved that in many plac e s the fi re was i crease :11.: 11 . • 
ome Papists had b ragg e d that a certa.· n dav ou l d e the 
84 
hottest ever felt in En g l and . 
A further i mpre s s ·on of Charles a s king a n ' n can · e 
a cquired fr om the evaluations of hi , af t er his e ath . 11 
the mor ning of h is first il l nes s wh en ne s r e ache d t h e p eo le , 
a person with dry e y es wa s h ard t o f i nd . Nh en t h e citi zens 
learned of his r e l ap se , peop l e of a ll ranks cried unash a medly . 
Last rites were a dministered unt o h i m b Father Hudd l est on . 
He confessed h is s i ns and ex _re s se d h is de s ire t o di e 
85 
embracing the Ca t h olic fait h . Hi s funeral wa s not gr a nd 
nor big , nor di d h is body lie in sta te . The Vict orian 
writer, Osmund Airy , said: 
A monarch who has no b e l ove d p eople i l l n nd at 
his deat h no mo urning na t i on . He left his country 
in anxiety, not in grief •••. Hi s gui de was n o t 
duty ; it was not even ambit i on: but h is gu i de wa s 
self; it was ease , and amu s ement , a n d l u s t . The 
c up of p leasure wa s f illed de e p f or him, a nd h e 
gr a sped it with both hands . Bu t p le a s ure i s not 
happiness . There is no hap9 ines s f or h im who l i v es 
and dies without belief s , with o ut e n t h usias ms , 
with out love.86 · 
83 Og g , 2..£• cit., pp . 305 , 307 . 
84 Pepys' Diar y £:Q. • cit., III, p . 3 . 
85 Br y ant , .2.£ • cit., pp . 364, 368 . 
86 Airy, .Q.2.• cit., pp . 276-277 . 
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A kindlier version of the monarch's death can be 
read in Evelyn's Diary: 
Charles II • gave up the ghost at half an hour 
after eleven in the morning , being the sixth of 
February, 1685, in the 36th year of his rei gn, and 
54th of his age • ••• He entreated the Queen to 
pardon him (not without cause); who a little before 
had sent a Bishop to excuse her not more frequently 
visiting him, in regard to her excessive grief, and 
withal tha t his Majesty would forgive it if at any 
time she had offended him . He spoke to the Duke to 
be kind to the Duchess of Cleveland , and especially 
Portsmouth, and that Nelly mi ght not starve. 
Thus died King Charles II . , of a vigorous and 
robust constitution, and in all appearance promising 
a long life. He was a prince of many virtues, and 
many great imperfections; debonair , ea sy of access , 
not bloddy of person, every motion became him; ••• 
He had a particular talent in telling a story, and 
facetious passeges , of which he had innumerable; ••• 
He would doubtless have been an excellent prince , had 
he been less addicted t o women, who made him uneasy, 
and always in want to supply their unmeasurable 
profusion, to the detr iment of many indigent persons 
who had signally served both him and his father •••• 
As to other public transact i ons, and unhappy 
miscarriage s , 'tis not here I intend to nu• ber them; 
but certainly never had King more glorious oppor-
tunities to have made himself, his people, and all 
Europe happy, and pr evented innumerable mischiefs , 
had not his too easy nature resigne d him to be 
managed by crafty men, and some abandoned and 
profane wretches who corrupted his otherwise suf-
ficient parts , disci plined as he had been by many 
afflictions during his banishment, which gave him 
much experience and knowledge of men and things; 
but those wicked creatures took him from off all 
application becoming so great a Ki ng •••• 87 
87 Evelyn's Diary, .212.· cit., pp . 206-207. 
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The personality an d character of Charles II have 
been presented in thi s f irst chapter because of the 
influence he exerted on theatres in his reign and because 
he is t he subject and tit le of this production thesis. 
In chap ter two a des cription of the Restorat i on 
theatres will be given. 
THEATRE OF 1660 IN ENGLAND 
It is i mportant for better understanding of the 
theatres during Charles ' time to give a brief review of 
theatre history preceding the Restoration . Theatres 
declined toward the last years of Charles I, and were put 
out of existence by Parliament in 1642. At the beginning of 
1648 they reopened, but on February 11, 1648, an ordinance 
authorized the lord mayor, sheriffs and justices of the 
peace: 
••• to pull down all stage-galleries, seats, and 
boxes, and publicly to flog all actors and compel 
them to enter into recognisances never to act or 
play any plays or interludes any more on pain of 
being dealt with as incorrigible rogues.l 
Although this was a dark age for the theatre, great 
developments were soon to follow . Elaborately painted 
scenic backgrounds did not come to public thea tres until t h e 
Res toration . Before this, very little scenery was used. The 
stimulus for the first real scenic movement in England came 
from Italy. Movement for a new theatre came from the work 
of one man--Inigo Jones, an English architect at the court 
of James I. Jones studied Italian theatric als first hand. 
He introduced front curtains and the proscenium arch . For 
scene-shifting he made grooves in which flats were operat ed, 
l George C. C. Odell, Shakesfeare from Betterton to 
Irving (New York: Charles Scribners Sons, 1920), I, p. 3 . 
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thus making it possible for the entire stage to be cut off 
and parts reopened . Jones and his associates were respon-
sible for four mechanical improvements on the English stage. 
They were: (1) perspective in painting scenery; (2) rising 
curtain; (3) moveable scenery; (4) and the proscenium arch. 2 
Then, in 1660, with the Res toration Charles II 
authorized William D' Avenant and Thomas Killigrew to organize 
and install in suitable playhouses two companies. Charles 
had acquired a taste for the theatre in France . He kept a 
private theatre at Whitehall and supervised public theatres. 
He judged all theatrical disputes, loaned his robes of s tate 
to actors for costumes, and established the fas hion for 
rhymed plays . One of his mistresses, actress Nell Gwynn, 
bore him children to whom he gave titles of Lords and Dukes. 
Glenn Hughes says~ "He and his courtiers had ab sorbed from 
French life only those characteristics which inclined toward 
vicious gaiety, and they made the theatre a ho tbed of 
aristocratic immorality . •3 
The first great Restoration theatre was built in 1663 
in Drury Lane. In this, the apron extended into the audi-
torium, and it was on this apron that most of the action 
2 Glenn Hughe s , The Story of the Theatre ( New York: 
Samuel French, 1935), pp . 154-164. 
3 Ibid., pp . 166-167 . 
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occurred. The upper stage was used for scenery, and the 
proscenium walls had usuable doors . The pit was filled 
with talkative gallants who imitated the nobility in bad 
manners . Court fops sometimes forced their way into the 
theatre. Many times, at the intermission between two plays , 
they demanded their money back. After receiving it, they then 
went to another theatre for half price . 4 It was customary in 
Restoration theatres to collect fees from all who entered; 
then after part of the performance was over, persons passed 
through the audience collecting more , these amounts varying 
according to the seats. Some had perfected the art of 
dodging the collectors and others made forced entrances 
insisting that the charge be "put upon the books . 11 The 
managers were responsible to the king and wer e reprimanded 
by him if they queEtioned the credit of court gentlemen . 5 
During Pepys' time, admission was 2s. 6d . to the pit , 
4s. to the boxes , ls. 6d. to the first gallery, and ls. to 
the second gallery . Taking into consideration the value of 
shilling in those days, admission was high. An excellent 
account of the prices is g iven in detail by Odell. 
4 George Freedley, and John A. Reeves A History of the 
Theatre ( New York: Crown Publishers, co pyright 1941), p . 161. 
5 Hughes , .2.I2.• cit ., p . 169 . 
6 Odell, .£2• cit., p. 18-19. 
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EXPENSES ND RECEIPTS FOR DRURY L1 NE 
L s d 
Boxes 1828 at 6s 548 8 0 
i t 800 3s 6d 140 0 0 
First Gallery 670 2s 67 0 0 
Upper Gall ery 308 ls 15 8 Q 
3611 770 16 0 
Expenses were over 200 poun~s a night and a season 
was 35 weeks or 200 nights . 
The expenses and receipts of the Covent Garden Theatre 
were simi l ar to those of Drury Lane . When full, the former 
brought in about 600 pounds, it being the sm~ller of the two . 
Its night l y expenses were 160 pounds and average nightly 
receipts during the season were 300 pounds . The length of 
8 the season at both theatres wa s the same . 
The reader must not assume that there were not other 
theatres besides Drury Lane and Covent Garden. Conte 
Lorenzo Magalotti described the King 's Theatre in 1669: 
This theatre is nearly of a circular form, sur-
r ounded , in the inside , by boxes separated from 
each other , and divided into several rows of seats, 
f or t he greater accommodation of the ladies and 
gent l emen , who , in conf ormity with the freedom of 
the country , sit together indiscriminat e ly; a large 
space being left9on the ground f loor for the rest of the audience . 
7 Odell , .2.£. • cit ., p . 14. 
8 Loe . cit . 
9 Ibid ., P • 8 . 
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Thus far, the theatre's general appearance and 
financial transactions have been noted. Attention will now 
be directed to the scenery and scene change s of the se 
theatres. They "possessed a wide and deep apron extending 
forward from the proscenium arch as far a s t he stage proper 
stretched behind.nlO When action occured mostly on the 
apron, the proscenium opening served "as a frame for the 
picture formed by the shutting in of flats close to the 
opening itself. 1111 Although lighting as now used was un-
known , there seems to have been sufficient light for the 
audience to see the scenes. 12 
Scenes were changed many times while actors remained 
on stage in full view of the audience . Af t er the change was 
accomplished , actors walked forwar d as if in a scene com-
pletely new to them. 13 The curtain, invented by Inigo Jones, 
was emp loyed to open a play and end it , but did not set off 
scenes or acts. 14 Notice shoul d be g iven to the fact that 
trap doors were used to give entrances and exits to ghosts . 15 
10 Allardyce Nicoll, The Development of the Theatre 
( New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company , 1927), p . 168 . 
11 Odell, .QJ2. • cit., P • 106. 
12 Ibid., p . 140. 
13 Ibid., P • 120. 
14 Ibid., p . 126. 
15 Ibid., P• 123 . 
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One of the most colorful aspects of the Restoration 
period is the clothing . s far as the stage was concerned 
actors made a very slight attempt at being historically 
accurate . Actresses generally wore what they wanted , the 
finer the better . However , ". no pretense was made to 
elaborateness or beauty, except on special occasions. 1116 
Costumes were often made of light colored satin with 
many colors in one costume . Red , yellow , blue and green were 
combined , they being t he most popular . Red was the most 
used color for men's coats. Breeches were usually black 
velvet , regardless of the color of the coat. 17 
Women went bare - headed except for loose kerchiefs 
and hoods till after 1690. For riding they adopted men's 
clothing . Side curls were wi red to stand out from the 
cheeks in the 1660 1 s . In the 1670 1 s they hung closer to 
the face or in front of the shoulders. 18 Hair was a cluster 
of ringlets in the back, but no thick mass of curls. Nell 
Gwynn originated the fad of "careful negligence" by parting 
her mop of curls in the middle and letting them go where 
they wanted . This was soon the fashion in court circles . 
16 Ibid . , p. 202 . 
17 Lucy Barton, His toric Costume for the Stage (Boston: 
Walter H. Baker Company, copyright 1935) , p. 289. 
18 Francis Ke lly and Randolph Schwabe , Historic Cos-
tume, Chronicle of Fashion in estern Europe , 1490-1790--
(New York: Charles Scribner°'s' Sons , 1925), p. 176. --
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Gaps had graduated tiers with t he highest in the middle with 
ribbons down the sides. 19 
The bodice was usually a horizontal decolletage and 
the shoulders were bare . When fas tened in front, the bodice 
was decorated with ribbons or a jewe l clasp . Sleeves were 
wide and straight , ungathered, and terminated in a fringe of 
ribbons or lace or a buttoned cufr . 20 Skirts were gathered 
about t he hips into close plea t s . They were commonly opened 
down the front over the petticoat and looped to the back . 
The lining , which was colored, was thus displayed. Fronts 
were tied back at different sections by ribbon or clasps . 
By about 1680 , pe tticoats were adorned with lace, ribbons 
and festoons. The skirt and petticoat both trailed behind . 21 
The bourgeoise women wore s kirts which touched the floor or 
revealed the shoe tip. 22 
Aprons were of great importance. Peasant women wore 
coarse, heavy cot t on aprons . Housewives had white linen 
ones. That of the bourgeoise's was more lacy than the 
housewife 's, and the court l adie s' were of all lace or silk, 
colored and with me t allic trimming . They were knee-length 
19 Barton, .QQ • cit., pp . 281-282 . 
20 Kelly , .QQ• cit ., pp . 170-172. 
21 Ibid., pp . 172, 174. 
22 Barton, £12. • cit ., p . 285 . 
or shorter . 
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Shoes were made of embroidered si lk, satin, and bro-
cade, as well as of leather, with high hee ls the fashion. 
Only among the peasants were women's feet visible. 24 
A lady's accessories included elbow gloves made 
fine leather or silk, white or of a pale color. There 
passion for ri bbon trimmings and embroidery. Paint and 
patches were popul ar during this time. 25 
of 
was a 
Men wore much more finery and more elaborate clothes 
than the women did . Plain folks wore their own hair , which 
was un-curled and fell about their necks. By 1660 and 
especially soon after, nearly all gentlemen wore wigs . The 
only natural thing about them was that their color was the 
same as na t ural hair . Some heads we re closely shaven to 
allow a better fit . Moustaches, until l n80, were a thin 
line of hair above the lip . 26 
Hats had wide straight brims which were decorated 
with p l umes or r ibbon . They were usually black and made of 
felt or beaver . fter wigs became the fashion , hats were 
carried under the arm and served as accessories in much the 
23 Ibi d ., p . 286. 
24 Loe . cit . 
25 Ke lly , £1?.• cit ., p . 186 . 
26 Barton , .£2• cit., pp . 272- 273 . 
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same way as ladies' fans . 27 
Many men wore the cravat whi ch wa s 11 fol ded and wrapped 
around the throa t , its t wo ends tied together i n f ront with 
a narrow blac k or colored r i bbon . " A l ater style was 11 lace 
passed around t he wearer's ne ck f rom back to front and there 
turned one end over t he other."28 The average price paid 
for one of the s e cravat s by Char l e s II was twenty pounds 
sterling . 29 
Men's sh irts were qui te fu ll in sleeves and body . 
Sleeves were caught in at the e lbow or wr ists with ribbon . 30 
A loose jacket ma de of leat her was worn over the shirt . 
Sometimes slee ves of s ome other mat erial we r e sewed in the 
vests . These jer kins were worn , mai nl y , by sol diers and 
sailors . 31 
Coats were at first coll arl ess and with a slight 
f lare . They butt oned f rom the neck to the hem . Sailors 
wore bolero jackets which were t r immed aro und the edges with 
metallic l ace or bra id. 32 
27 Ibi d ., p . 273 . 
28 Ibi d . , p . 274 . 
29 Max Von Boehn , Modes~ Manners Ornaments (New York : 
E . P . Dutton & Co., Inc., 1928) , p . 17 . 
30 Kelly , .Q.12. • c i t . , pp . 166 -167 . 
31 Barton , .Q.Q • .£.ll. , p . 276 . 
32 Loe . cit. 
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Breeches were p l a in a nd close f it t i ng , fastened with 
a buckl e or button s a t t he s i de of the knee . When not in 
uni form with t he coa t, br eech e s were of black velvet . 33 
Sai lors wore ' s lops ' whi ch we r e nl arge , unpadded breeches , 1134 
de scended f rom the El izabe t han era . 
From 1670 to 1680 stockings wi dened from the knee 
upwar d . The se of t en had eye l ets or buttons which attached 
inside or over t he bre eches and then hung over tho garter . 
Some time s t wo pairs of s t ockings were worn , with the inner 
pair at tached to the br eeches and the outer hanging over the 
garter . About 1660-1670 some ma t e r ial , i . e ., lace or linen , 
was attache d be low t he knee . Garters below the knee were 
fas h ionable until about 1680-1690 when they were hidden in 
the roll of the stocking top which was rolled over the 
br eeches. . 35 
Shoes were usua lly b l a ck with red heels of' varying 
hei ght a nd wi dt h . Large loops of ribbon tied the dandy's 
shoes and ordinar y peop l e tied theirs with small loops . 
Shoe s "had long , squar ed-off t oes , high tongues and more or 
less open sides whi ch met on the instep and were fastened 
by latchets . 1136 
33 Kelly , 212. · ci t . , p . 160 . 
34 Barton , 212. · c i t ., p . 278 . 
35 Kelly , .2J2. • cit . , pp . 162-163 . 
36 Barton , .2:Q • cit . , p . 280 . 
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Men had their a ccessories and fi ner y , as di d t he 
ladi es . During the sixties much trimming of r i bbon was used 
promiscuously until about 168 0 . A br oa d sash wa s l oosely 
knotted and was wor n ove r t he coat i n the sixties , and 
seven t ies . 37 Walki ng sticks of the 17th centur y were ve r y 
l ong and were gr a spe d be low the handle, whi ch wa s usually a 
r ound knob . Straps were threaded t hrough h oles near the 
38 t op an d tied with tas s e ls . 
Furni ture of t he pe r oid , whi ch wa s probabl y used fo r 
contemporary s t a ge productions , r ef l e cted t he influence of 
forei gn count ri es . Charles II had become a c cus t ome d t o the 
furnitur e of Franc e and Holl and . When the Restorati on came 
into England so did chairs , cabinets , c ouch es and tables 
from Fr ance , Spain , Portuga l and the Netherl ands . These new 
patterns were pi cke d up by Engli sh craft men . 39 
The ag e of walnut began about 1660 . With t h e Resto-
ration came more lux ury an d comf ort for the be tter English 
homes . I mpor ted Dutch and Fl emish workmen introduced more 
elaborate sty l e s of fu r ni ture . It was inlaid with ebony , 
ivory and moth er of pear l . Design moti f s were carved in 
37 Kelly , 2J2. • ci t . , p . 168 . 
38 Boehn , .2!2. · cit . , p . 109 . 
39 Fr ederich Litchf ield , I llustra te d History of 
Furniture ( sixth edition , London : Tr u s lov e a nd Han son Lt d ., 
1907 ) , p . 115 . 
39 
40 furniture along with scroll-work . Tables were made of oak 
or walnut and were quite long . Soon tables with leaves were 
introduced. This type was usually round and had legs which 
41 opened out to support the drop leaves. 
Chairs were usually made of walnut or beech . They 
had tall narrow backs and carved sides , underbraces and 
cresting . A main fea ture was carved scrolls in the t wisted , 
slender columns . The back and seats were of cane or up-
holstery . 42 
One can acquire a bet t er insi ght from this chapter 
of the new life restored to the theatres during the Resto-
ration . This was a time of many new developments whi ch c ould 
have been realized only under such a person as King Charles 
the Second . 
Although the s cene of this p l ay is uet in the 1660 1 s, 
Payne wrote for theatres of the early 19th century. In the 
Park Theatre in New York and the Covent Garden Theatre in 
London, the play Charles II was first produce d . These 
thea tres wil l be described in the succeeding chapter . 
40 Walter A. Dyer , Handbook of Furni ture Styles 
'"ew York: The Century Company, 1918T, pp . 90 , 95 . 
41 Ibid., pp . 95-96 . 
42 Ibid., pp . 96 , 99. 
THEATRE OF 1824 IN ENGLAND AND AMERICA 
During the rise of the Restoration drama in England, 
the theatre in America was in its infancy. It is not sur-
prising that so little is known of the theatre's beginning , 
because stage and players were condemned by reli gious fac-
tions. Southern colonists were more tolerant towar ds t he 
drama than those in the North, as many English ta s tes and 
customs had been brought to the New World by t h e Southerners, 
who were the planter class who had money and leisure. In the 
colony of Pennsylvania on May 31, 1759, that House of Repre-
sentatives passed a law which forbade p lay acting , or a pen-
1 alty of 500 pounds . 
Some rea sons for the delay of drama in the Colonies 
were these: the colonists were dependent on t he mother 
country for their literature; there was prejudice against 
the theatre instead of drama, itself; and the religious 
differences among the colonies delayed the advance of the-
atres . Huguenot New York, Puritan New England, and Quaker 
Philadelphia were against everything about theatres. 
Opposition was more from temperment than r e ligion, h owever, 
and came from the economic and social constitution of t h e 
people . Quaker and Puritan thinking was abs tract. The 
1 Sheldon Chene~ , Stage Decoration (New York : 'The 
John Day Company , 1928;, pp. 23-24. 
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spirit of religion so filled their daily lives that t hey 
thought the rnimickry of p lays was useless . They also 
opposed plays because of expense . In t his thriftiness they 
were joined by t he New York Dutch . 2 The theatre's rep-
utation of indecency had come down from the Restoration in 
England and the Puritan's righte ous philosophy objected to 
this i mmorality: 
A large portion of the inhabitants, however , saw no 
offence to morality or reli gion in any of t he col-
ours which diversify and beautify the works of cre-
ation; or any of those innocent amusements which 
bring men together to sympathize in joys or sorrows, 
uniting them in the same feelings and expressions , 
with a brotherl y consciousness of the same nature 
and ori gin . 3 
The first record we have of a play pe rformed in 
English on this cont inent was Ye Bare and Ye Cubb , by 
Cornelius Watkinson , Phillip Howard and 1Wil l iam Darby , in 
1665 . These t hre e were citizens of Accomac County , Virginia . 
Perhaps t he earliest record of a college drama was in 1702 , 
when a '1pastoral colloquyn was given by students of William 
and Mary College before the Governor. 4 
The Colonie s have no record of a professional company 
2 Arthur Hobson Quinn, A History of the American 
Drama from the Beginning to the Civil War ( New York: Harper 
& Brothers , 1923) , pp . 1-2 . 
3 Ibid . , p . 3, citing Will Dunlap History of the 
American Theatre, I, p . 27- 28 . 
4 Ibid . , p . 5 . 
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before 1700. Possibly the first 'merican-written and 
American- p layed stage production was Gustavus Vas , a 
tragedy by Benjamin Colman performed by amateur Harvard 
ollege students in 1690 . 5 
Our dramatic and theatrical history really begins 
wi th Lewis Hallam1 s company in 1752 . This company consisted 
of Lewis Hallam , his wife and their three children, along 
with ten adult members . This grouo stayed in Virginia for 
eleven months and then journeyed to New York . Fro New 
York the compan;-r went to Philadelphia , where the Governor 
of Pennsylvania had limited their season to twenty-four 
performances . fter leaving Philadelphia they went to 
Charles to·wn, and then to Jamaica, where Lewis died and the 
company was disbanded . 6 
The first play by an American, conta ining imerican 
subject mat ter, was Ponteach; or the Savages of merica , by 
Rober t Rogers . This p l ay was published in 11766 . It dealt 
with the prob l em of frontiersmen anC Indian trado rs . 7 
In early days , because of Puritan rule , pl ays com-
menced at six o'clock so peop le could ~e t homo early. 
5 Glenn Hughes , The Story of the Theatre ( New York : 
Samue l French , 1935) , p . 317. 
6 Quinn , £12. • cit ., pp . 9-12 . 
7 Margaret G. Mayorga , editor , ! Short His tory of the 
American Drama ( New York : Dodd , Mead nd Company , 1943), 
p . 1 6 . 
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Gallery doors opened at four o'clock; pit and boxes at five 
o'clock . Seats were not reserved, so Negro servants were 
sent to save seats for their ladies . Seats in the pit were 
fifty cents and stage boxes were seventy-five cents. 
Entrances to boxes we re on stage, a situation which brought 
the audience in close proximi ty with the actors. Peanut 
vendors called their wares in the galleries, causing much 
disorder . Rowdies in the ga llery often showed displeasure 
toward actors or plays by throwing eggs and other articles . 
Pit and box spectators voiced their disapproval of a p lay 
by shouting derogatory remark s, and a third tier of boxes 
housed occupan ts who were not visible to lowe r boxes and 
who exercised too many liberties and of fended res pectable 
people . It was reported that in one theatre riot t wenty-
two were killed and thirty-six wounded . Ri ot s were not 
due to bad manners, entirely. Revolutionary revolt prompted 
people to hiss everything that was English. 8 
The first playhouse in America was built in 1716, at 
Williamsburg , Virginia, by William Levingston, and used by 
students of William and Mary College for amateur perform-
ances in 1735-1736 . The first pe r manent t heatre was the 
Southwark , built in Ph iladelphia in 1766 by David Dough lass. 9 
8 Ibid ., pp . 52-54 . 
9 Hughes, QQ • cit., pp . 317, 319. 
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The American playhouse which will command the most 
attent i on in this st udy is the Park Theatre , since the play, 
Charles II, was presented there. This theatre was built 
across from the City Hall on Par k Row , New York , and was 
opened January 29, 1798 , with As You Like It . 10 The 
building was cons tructed of stone, with a pit , a gallery 
and three tiers of boxes , with cushioned seats in the boxes 
and pit . The stage was excellent and well equipped with 
scenery . The re were performances four days a week , Monday , 
½ednes day , Friday and Saturday . The doors were opened at 
five o'clock and the opening curtain was at 6:15 . This 
theatre burned down in 1820, but was rebuilt the next year . 11 
The new Park Theatre had no outside decoration . 
Steps led up to the entrance from the street . These steps 
extended along t he width of the building . There were seven 
doorways to the entrance with t wo stories of windows over 
the doors, and above all this was a sculptured eagle and 
shield . 12 
For illumination in the theatre, hoops were sus -
pended from the ceiling and had nail s driven in them to 
10 George Free dley, and John A. Reeves , ! History of 
Theat r e ( New York: Crown Publisher , 1941) , p . 300. 
11 Hughes, .Q.12.• cit., pp . 322- 323 , 325 ~ 
12 George C. D. Odell , Annals of the~ York Stage 
( New Yor k : Columbia University Pres s , 1927), II, p . 4 . 
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hold candles . The se h oops obs tructed the view and fi l led 
the r oom with smoke . andle s we r e used in the f oot lights 
and smoking one s were s nuffe~ , s ome t imes during l ove scenes . 
After ca ndle s , came oi l l amps whi ch were not much more 
succes sful . Ga s began i n the Uni t ed States in 1820 , but 
was not in gene r a l use unti l many years later . 13 
Ode ll describe s another part of the theatre . 
"The stage of the Park at the drop curtain was 38 feet 
wide and 70 f eet deep from tho front , and 40 feet to the 
cei ling . "14 St age s cenery of the time was a short dro~ 
from t h e ceiling and wings on each side . Carpets were 
not i ntroduce d until 1842 , a l ong wi t h cur tains and mirrors 
by Boucicault , " upholsterer of the stage . 1115 
The scenery of t his period may be studied in the 
light of a n 18 t h and 19th centur y defini t ion of stage 
decor a tion as gi ven by She l don Cheney : 
St age decorati on is t he ar t of making striking 
stage pict ur es . 
The s cene should be considered a splendor added to 
t he r epr esent ation of the p l ay . 16 
Wi ng f l a ts were wooden frames covered with canvas 
13 Mayorga , .2:f?. • c i t . , p . 54 . 
14 Odell , .2:f?. • cit . , p . 4 . 
15 tr.ayor ga , .2!?. · ci t . , pp . 54- 55 . 
16 Cheney , 9..12. . c i t . , pp . 3- 4 . 
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and at t ached to poles which slid on and off stage. These 
reached from the floor to the ceiling borders , and were 
set parallel to the curtain in the front . These flats were 
set wider at the front than at the back, thus giving the 
s_tage the shape of a perspective y_ with the bac kdrop cutting 
off the sharp angle. The top borders were strips of cloth 
hung one behind the other at different lengths to cover all 
the "top works . " Wing sets served for nearly all interiors 
and exteriors . With no doorway s except on t h e apron, 
entrances and exits were made through the space : rovided by 
the wing flats . 17 
Such were the physical features of the Park Theatre 
in New York . The theatre in England of t h is period which 
was comparable to the Park, was the Covent Garden. This 
theatre was destroyed by fire on September 20, 1808, but 
was rebuilt and opened in abou t a year . The new Covent 
Garden Theatre was built as if it were expected to with-
stand everything except "the crack of doom.tr The building 
was constructed of stone at the lower part and cement at 
the top . As a playhouse, it was excellent. The measurements 
of the stage are given by Didbin . The width of the pro-
scenium in the front was 36 feet 9 inches; the depth of the 
stage from footlights to the back wall was 68 feet; it was 
17 Cheney , £12 • cit ., pp . 28- 29 . 
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82 feet 6 inches from wall to wall; flats were 21 feet high 
and 14 feet wide . Two hundred seventy candles were a night's 
18 supply . 
The public occupied the first and second circles of 
boxes. The boxes of the third circle had private entrances 
and were rented yearly . The public was opposed to the 
rental of boxes. When prices were advanced one shilling 
for the boxes and sixpence for the pit , riots and dis-
turbances began and continued for sixty-six nights. 
Finally t he t heatre was closed and a compromise reached. 
The private boxes were given up and the pit admission was 
restored to three shillings-sixpence. These O. P. (Vld 
Prices) Riots of 1809 made it impossible for a p lay to be 
heard. 19 
vidently the same bad manners were current in 
America . In a communication to his brother's paper , The 
Morning Chronicle, Washington Irving described the Park 
Theatre audience. He said there was much hissing, stamping , 
whistling and roaring . Some people stood on the seats as 
if to see better . 20 
18 George C. D. Odell, Shakespeare from Betterton to 
Irving ( New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1920), II, 
pp . 8- 10 . 
19 Ibid., pp . 10-11 . 
20 Arthur Hornblow, A History of the Theatre in 
America (Philadelphia: J. B: Lippincott Company , 1919) , I, 
p . 254 . 
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It was at the Covent Garden Theatre that Payne's play, 
Charles II , had its initial performance . Early playbills 
f rom this theatre give an insight to its grandeur . One 
such bill at the opening of the season, 1815-1816, stated 
that the 0 Grand Hall" and 0 Staircasen were to be lighted by 
gas . The season opening 16~7-1818 brought a new method of 
lighting and ventilating . Lighting was secured by a 
chandelier hanging from the center of the ceiling , the 
light of which was equal to three hundred Argand Lamps . 
Heat from this chandelier was carr ied away through a tube. 
The theatre was cooled or warmed by forced air ventilation. 21 
In Hughes , Story of the Theatre, is found the cus-
tomary procedure of London performances . Early 19th century 
London theatres began entertainment for the evening at 6~30 
and continued until after midnight. One playbill often 
included a light opera, a farce and a Shakespearian a.rama. 
Sometimes audiences did not leave until 1: 30 a.m . The 
the ory behind this was to amuse the 11 bourgeoisie 11 with a 
light and unimportant piece . For the fashionable was 
reserved the "piece de Resistance . " After this serious 
drama a couple of hours of ufrivolity" were presented to 
get peopl e in a jolly mood before going home. Admission 
21 Odell , Shakespeare , .2.12. • cit . , p. 157 . 
prices were reduced by half after nine o'clock . 
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22 
It was in these two t heatres, The Park and The Coven t 
Garden , that John Howard Payne's Charles II, was produced . 
22 Hughes , Sill. • cit . , pp . 228-229. 
JOHN HOWARD PAYNE 
In the preceding chapters the reader has seen the 
growth of the theatre in two countries and at two different 
periods in history . The personality of Charles II, the play's 
main character, has been studied . This chapter will deal 
with tho genius that was John Howard Payne, actor, poet , 
dramatist , and author of the play, Charles II . 
The biography by Gabriel Harrison is one of the most 
complete accounts of Payne . He was the sixth child of 
William Payne , and was born in New York, June 9, 1791 . 1 He 
spent much of his early life at the old homestead at East 
Hampton, Lon '~ Island . His early education was received at 
Boston where , when he was thirteen years old, he organized 
a military association . 2 
John Howard benefited greatly from his teacher-
father ' s great abilities in elocution . Oratorical exercises 
were supposed to help his health, which had suffered from a 
nervous complaint . He showed great merit as an actor in 
school p l ays and he was fired with the ambition of becoming 
"the Be t ty of America . " William Betty of .D..ngland, who was 
born the same year as Payne , was known as the "Youthful 
1 Gabrie l Earrison , John Howard Payne Dramatist, Poet, 
Actor and Author of Home Sweet Home His Life and Writings 
Philade l phi a: J . B. Lippincott & Co .-:--T885) , p . 21 . 
2 Ibid., pp . 21 - 22 . 
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Roscius of England . 11 All Payne's spare moments we r e devoted 
to studying plays . 3 
Young Payne sought every opportunity to work with and 
in the theatre . A prominent Boston actor saw Payne on the 
stage and was instantly captured by his talent and beauty. 
He offered to teach Howard for half of the emolument which 
Payne might derive from a two years' engagement. Payne's 
father , a strict churchman, immediately refused the offer. 
Friends of the father and the son were alarmed at the 
thoughts of Master Payne's becoming an actor. Every means 
of furthering his dramatic interests was closed. All 
material that pertained to the t heatre was hidden or 
destroyed . 4 
After his acting ambitions were stifled, Payne became 
a critic . Against his father's wishes, and without his 
father's knowledge, he went to the theatres, and his articles 
and columns appeared in papers and periodicals. 5 
Upon the death of an elder brother, a merchant , Payne 
was put directly to work . Whi le in his brother's counting-
house in New York, Payne entered upon the editorship of the 
Thespian Mirror, which first appeared December 28, 1805, 
3 Ibid . , p . 22 . 
4 Ibid . , pp . 22- 23 . 
5 ~ -, p . 23 . 
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and from then on every Saturday evening, running through 
f ourteen numbers, the l ast issue appearing March 23 , 1806. 6 
Then a friend of John , Mr. Seaman , paid Payne ' s 
expenses to attend Union College . While a t college he 
began a paper entitled The Pastime . His interest in 
dramatics soon enabled him to excel all others. 7 
After the death of his wife on June 18, 1807 , old 
Mr. Payne gave up attention to his business , which soon went 
to ruin. Only then was John Howard given consent to go on 
at the Ol d Park Theatre , New York . His debut was a complete 
success and papers hailed one scene as a "master- pie ce of 
dramatic art. " One Boston paper thought him better in four 
different roles than Master Betty . After pl aying a week in 
New York , Payne went to Bos ton , back to New York , then to 
Baltimore , Philade l ~hia , and South Caroljna . 8 
Payne thought it was necessary to journey abroad to 
seek his fortune , and so on January 1'7, 1813, he sailed for 
Liverpool . 9 He p l ayed i n London first , and made his debut 
in that city as Norval in Dougla s , the same play he had 
6 Ibid ., pp . 24- 28 . 
7 Ibi d ., pp . 31-33 . 
8 Ibid ., pp . 36- 37 , 39- 41. 
9 Ibid., PP • 44- 45. 
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opened with in New York . The only rehearsa l was summoned 
the day of the p e rformance and one of the a ctresses , 
fearing the show would be stolen f rom her, refused to 
perform . That night Payne met, for the first time , the 
lady who wa s t o p l ay oppo s ite him . He was loudly p r aised 
by London c ritics as a gentleman of ttfairer promi s e than 
10 any juvenile a dventurer we have ever known . 1' 
Payne went to Liverpool from London , and scored an 
even greater success . Hi s nex t engagement was in Dublin, 
where his s uc cess was the same as that achieve d in other 
~laces he had p layed . Af ter returning t o London from 
eng agements at Waterford and Cork , he went to Paris to 
watch the actor, Talma . Here, also , he met Washing ton 
d h · 1 11 Irving a n t hey were r oommates for aw i e . 
Payne's first appearance on t he English stage was 
F riday evening , June 4, 1813, at Drury Lane . Hi s last 
performance on any stag e was at Birmingham , May 27 , 1818 . 
He performed twenty-two di f ferent cha racte r s whi l e i n Europe . 
According to Harrison, "as an actor h e did not grow with 
his audi e nc e , and lacked the genius t o hold a plac e as a 
12 star upon the En glish stage . " 
10 I b id ., pp . 59-60 . 
11 Ibid . , np . 61-64. 
12 Ibid., pp . 73-74!. 
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Af t er his star as an actor had dimmed, Payne turned 
his attention to the writing of plays . Whi le in Paris the 
first time, Payn e made a translation of a French p l ay , ~ 
and Magpie , which he brought home to England with h i m. It 
was well liked by the cha irman of the managing committee of 
Drury Lane Theatre . An offer was made to Payne to return to 
Paris and send French plays to Drury Lane until he could be 
promoted to an actor at that t he atre . But for a ll this he 
received only one thousand dollars , while an act ing vacancy 
was never opened to him . Payne a l s o made a similar agreement 
with Mr . Harris of Covent Garden , whi ch ended in the same 
d . 1 f ·1 13 isma ai ure . 
The Drury Lane was in need of something to stimulate 
its fortunes and Edmund Kean needed a lif t in the publi c 
favor . So Payne wrote the tragedy Brutus as a cure-all 
for these two serious ills. It proved to be the remedy 
that was nee de d . When fi rst produ ced December 3 , 1818 , it 
played twenty-three cons ecutive nights until the holiday 
season . After the holidays were over , it ran fifty-three 
nights, and was ac c laimed by nearly all critics. 14 
Quinn t ells us that the ~l ay was financial l y un-
success f ul for Payne, who rece ived only L183 and 6s. But 
13 Ibid . , pp . 81-86 . 
14 Ibid . , pp. 87, 89 . 
-r.::: 
"the Eri t:s_ p li 
the mos t s ucces s:'u l trage~ies r i +: e i. JC.n 
nineteenth cen t ur 'I Er t s , . 
Park 7'neatre and held t~ e st2.g f 
Payne ' s 1abi li t y a s a moul er ter , 
structor 0~ effect ive s cenes , and s s le t r • • 11 Ii 
t h e pre _. ace, Payne s ~a t ed that Brutus a s th s u j t f 
seven play s , of which only to h d been cted• he" e 
" I have ha d no hesitation in ado:itini;:: the c nee tins :c-1.nd 
language of my pr ede cessors wherever they see!'led lik: l y to 
strengt hen t he _ l an which I had pr escribed . li 15 
Brutus br ought in much money to Drury Lane nd to 
Kean . Payne wa s to hav e been paia from four benefit pr-
formances . However , on his nights the house was thinner 
t han on othe r nights because of weather ~anditions an 
"other drawback s . " 16 
Aft er his mi s us e at the bands of the Drury La.ne 
managers , Payne de c ided t o bec ome 
1-
Sadler 1 s We lls Theat r e wa s t o be l et . This theatre h d , in 
the past , bee n a summer theat r e , wi t h no rogular acting 
being pe r mitted . Payne int ended to change its character , 
15 Arthur Hobson Quinn , A History of the American 
Drama from the Beginning to t h~- Ci vi l War\ first edition , 
New York: Harper and Brothers, 1923 , pp . 170- 17] . 
16 Harrison , .2.12 · cit . , p . 94 . 
5 
but did not have the money that the venture required . 17 
The debts he thus incurred put him in rison . \\,hile there 
he adapted Therese ou l' Oruhe l in de Gene e , by Victor 
Ducange, in t hree days, and it enjoyed a great success . In 
the preface of Therese he doesn ' t presume its la sting 
qualities: 
•.. an actable play seems to derive its value 
from what is done more than from what is s a id, 
but the real power of literary work consi sts in 
what is said , and the manner of saying it . He , 
therefore , who best knows the stage , can best tell 
why , in the present temper of t h e audience, good 
poets should so often make poor dramatists . 18 
Payne was granted leave f rom jail to aid in the 
rehearsals of Therese, and with the profits from t h e play 
he paid his debts , thus acquiring his freedorn . 19 
After this unwho l esome experience , Payne returned to 
Paris to work on p l ays for Mr . Ellis tc1 , les see of the Drur y 
Lane , and Mr. Burroughs , manager of the Surrey Theat re . 
Neith er of these men had the s pirit of action to produce 
20 Payne ' s plays and so all three lost money . ~bile at Paris 
Payne sent some manus cripts to Charles Kemble, manager of 
Covent Garden , for which he received two hundred and fifty 
pounds . Among t hese was Clari which contains the immortal 
17 Ibid . , p . 97 . 
18 Quinn, .£2. · cit . , p . 176. 
19 Harrison, .£2. · cit . , pp . 99 , 102 . 
20 Ibid . , pp . 102- 103 . 
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'Home Sweet Rome . 21 
Payne wrote and dedicated to Charles Ke~ble the ~lay 
Charles t h e Second; .Q£. the i·f"erry 11 onarch. It as sol t 
22 Covent Garden for f ifty pounds . Charles I I , Payne's best 
comedy , wa s p l ayed first at Covent Garden May 27 , 1824 , and 
then at the Park Theatre in Hew York October 24 , 1824. The 
play is an adaptat i. on of La Jeunesse de Henri y, by Alexandre 
Duval, a prominent dramatist of post-Revolutionary Fr nee . 
This was based· on Charles II , roi d ' Angleterre, ~uncertain 
lieu , by Sebast ien Mercier , whi ch may have an English 
. . l 23 origina . 
In Payne ' s translation , the second act has two scenes 
instead of one . It is Anglican in tone and Copp is definit -
ely British . Lit t le business su ch as Char le s ' ki s sing Mary 
a s he jumps from t he window and sayi 1J to her , nTe l l Uncle 
Copp to put it on the bill," is original and probably Irving's . 
All the song s are orig ina 1 . 24 Irving's work was kept a 
secret at his own request . 'I'he sons Copp sings was Irving's 
i de a to satisfy t he taste oi' the English for 11 broad fun . 1125 
21 Ibid . , p . 106. 
22 Ibid . , p . 120 . 
23 Quinn, .212· cit . , p . 180 . 
24 Ibid., p . 181 . 
25 Ibid ., p . 180 , citing Pierro M. Irving i The Li f e 
and Let ter s of Washington Irv n ( New York: 1 8 3J , II , p . 6 . 
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Thus Payne profited by the collabora t ion of a more prominent 
writer . 
As proof of the success of Charles II, King George IV 
commanded the play t o be acted for him . The famous actor , 
Mr . Fawcett , who so well portrayed the character of Captain 
26 Copp, ended his career as an actor with this pl ay . 
Kemble , who had an excellent e ducat ion and had en-
joyed the envii'o'nment of good society , was a ble 11 to rep-
27 resent a king r oyally . 11 Superior acting was thus an 
asset to an already meritorious play . 
Payne introduced into Ameri ca the 11 well - made play , 11 
and the nmelodra.ma of tears . ti The plot s of these two t ypes 
28 were developed from combine d stock elements . As a drama-
tist , Payne had a "superior knowledge of the human passions . " 
Action is present , and thus little time is lost by having 
characters review the pas t or hint at the future . 29 He was 
the representative of foreign influences. He wrote on 
forei gn themes more than on others and he spent many years 
of his life in London and Paris, t he former city being the 
26 Harris on,~- cit., p . 121. 
27 Loe . cit . - - --
28 Margaret G. Mayorga, edit or,! Short Hi s tory of the 
Ameri can Drama ( New York : Dodd , Mead and Company , 1943)-,- --
PP • 67- 68 . 
29 Harrison, .£12 · cit., p . 113 . 
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place where his plays were usually first performed . 30 
Usually his plays centered around noble characters or 
mysterious ones, un- known to the other characters, thus 
envolving many complications before the final solution . 
This meant that the p l ay had as its only dramat i c motif, a 
situation which would be solved if one character wou l d just 
say the few words which would unravel the entire misunder-
standing . Payne gave to the American theatre much of its 
humor. Foreign plays were superior to Ame rican plays, and 
managers did not have to pay for foreign ones because of 
inadequate copyri ght laws. During the early ha l f of the 
19th century , "audiences everywhere sympathized with 
hundreds of p lays which demonstrated the triumph of trivial 
circumstances over individual freedom. 113·1 
When Payne returned from Paris to New York he was 
honored with benefit performances . 32 After these benefits 
Payne gave up his associations with drama. Through his 
travels across the United States he had become associated 
with the Cherokee Indians and was soon initiated as one of 
33 them . 
30 Quinn, .2.£• cit., p . 163. 
31 Mayorga, .£12• cit., pp . 67-68 . 
32 Harrison , .212· cit., pp . 126, 128. 
33 Ibid., p . 161. 
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Because of t his assoc iation with the Cherokees and 
his active interes t in government , President 'I'yle r appointed 
Payne as consul at Tunis , August 23 , 1842 . He was recalled 
f rom office November 20, 1845, but was reinstated in 1851 . 34 
He kept this pos t until his death at Tunis, pril 9 , 1852 . 35 
According to The Samuel French Publishing Company , 
the p l ay Charles t he Second , is out of print . It has been 
36 ~op~ed here from a collection of American Plays . 
In the next section the script will be presented 
wi t h mar g inal acting notations on the directions of its 
recent production. 
34 Harrison, .2E.· cit., pp . 178 , 207 . 
35 Ibid ., p . 21. 
36 Arthur Hobson Quinn, editor , Representative 
American Play s from 1767 to the Present Day ( New York: 
App l e t on-Century-Crofts, Inc ., c opyright 1938 ), pp . 147-164 . 
The present edition of Charles 11. is a reprint of 
the r are London editi on of 1824 , wh ich di ffers from 
the American reprints and is a bet t er tex t . * 
* Introduction to Charles the Second, p . 144. 
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ACT I 
CHARLES THE SECOND, OR THE MERRY MONARCH 
ACT I 




Cl-HUR ---------') CVP.TRIW 
(Enter Rochester and Lady Clara) 
LADY C. -- 1 Yes, my lord, her maje s ty will have it, 
that you are the chief cause of the king 's 
irregularities. 
ROCH. -- Oh, I' 11 warrant 1 t: and of_ h i not 
loving her, too--is it not so? 





lord, your continual jests on the marrie d 
atate---
3 Heaven bless 1tt 
Your continual ridicule of married men. 
4 Heaven help themt 




s tage , froli 
up left . 
2 Turn to 
Roch . 
3 Arms 







What's coming next? 
LADY c.· -- All these , I say, make you the most 
dangerous of men. 
ROCH . - - Dangeroust My dear Lady Clara, you make 
me vain. 
LADY C. -- It is well known that you are the king's 
ROCH . 
prime companion in all his excesses. 
1 What, is my loyalty to be made my 
reproach? Must I not stand by my monarch in 
all his moods? Would you have me weep , when 
my sovereign laughs? Would you have me whine, 
when my sovereign calls for a jolly song? No , 
no , my lady, that might have done in the days 
of Praise-God-Barebones and the Roundheads; 
but times are altered.--We have a merry 
monarch to reign over us--a merry monarch 
makes a merry court--so God save the jovial 
king, and send him boon companionst 
LADY c. -- (Laughing . ) 2 I see it is in vain to 
reason with you. 
ROCH. -- Then give over the attempt.--Let us talk of 
something of a nearer and dearer interest-- 3 
of your merits and my most ardent flame. 
LADY C. -- 4 Ah, met I fear, like many other of your 




2 Cross to 
left chair. 
3 Cross to 
Lady Clara. 






of being desperately in love,--what proof 
have you ever given? 
-- What proof? Am I not ready to give the 
greatest proof a man can offer--to lay down 
this sweet bachelor life, and commit matrimony 
for your sake? 




from a Rochester , 1s a most convincing proof. 
I have heard you out, listen now to!!!!• 
( Rochester bows.) I will propose a bargain .--
If, by your ascendancy over the king, you can 
disgust him with these nocturnal rambles, and 
bring him back to reason---
Your ladyship forgets one of my talents. 
Which is it? 
2 That of getting myself banished two or 
three times a year . 
LADY C. -- And if the woman you profess to love 
should offer to partake your exile?---
ROCH . -- 3 I am a lost man--I surrender.--That 
last shot reached my heart. 
LADY C. -- (Sighing .) Ah, my lord--if that heart 
were only worth your headt--Well, is it agreed? 
ROCH. -- It is your will--! undertake the sacrifice-
-but, madam, bear in mind my recompense. 
I 




to Lady C. 
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LADY C. -- You may hope for everything. Adieu, my 
lord, -- 1 I now begin to believe in your 
passion , since you are willing to make a 
sacrifice to it, even of your follies. 
(EXIT .) 2 
ROCH . - - (Alone . ) 3 A pretty task I have under-
taken, truly! I--Rochester--become reformer! 
And then, 4 the convert I have to work upon~ 
5 Charles, who glories in all kinds of 
rambling folliest- - True, he has had none but 
pleasant adventures as yet.--If I should 
trick him into some ridiculous dilettm1a?--My 
whole life has been a tissue of follies, and 
I am called a man of wit . I am now to attempt 
a rational act, and I shall be called a mad-
man t - - Well, be it so--matrimony wi ll be sure 
to bring me to my senses . 
(Enter Edward, languidly . ) 6 
ROCH . -- 7 Ah! here comes my young protege--How 
downcast he saemst How, now, Edward, what's 
the matter with you, boy? 
EDW. {S i ghing . ) Nothing, my lord . 
ROCH . Good heaven, what a sigh to heave up noth-
ing witht Tell me the truth this instant. 
Hast thou dared to fall in love? 
I 
1 Cross to 
exit. Stop 
and turn 
to Roch . 
2 Exit 
up left. 














-- I hope, my lord, there is no harm in 
indulging an honest attachment. 
-- An honest attachment~ A young half-
fledged page about court, who has hardly 
tried his wings in the sunshine of beauty, 
to talk of an honest attachment. Why, thou 
silly boy, is this the fruit of all the lessons 
I have given thee? 
-- Did not your lordship tell me, that one 
of the first duties of a page was to be 
zealous 1n his devotion to the fair? 
ROCH. -- 1 Yes; but I told thee to skim over the 
surface of beauty, just dipping your wings, 
like a swallow, not plumping in like a goose--
I told you to hover from flower to flower like 
a butterfly, not to bury yourself in one like 
a bee. 2 An honest attachmenti--What a plebe-
EDW. 
ROCH. 
ian phrase~--There 1 s a wife and seven children 
in the very sound of it. 
-- My lord, I know your talent for putting 
things in a whimsical light, but, could you 
see the object of .my passion---
Nay , a truce with all description.--But 
who, pray, is the object of this honest 
attachment? 
I 
1 Cross far 
right. 














(Embarrassed.) My lordt 
One of the maids of honour, I'll be bound, 
who has privately been petting you with sweet-
meats, and lending you love-tales. 
o, my lord. 
Some veteran belle about court, too well 
known to the veteran beau, and anxious to 
take in a new comer. 
No such thing, my lord. 
Pray , then, give me some clue. What is 
the name of your beauty? 
Her name, my lord, is Mary. 
Mary t a very pretty, posy-like name--
And what sequestered spot may the gentle Mary 
embellish with her presence? 
-- She lives at the Tav-- 1 Nay, my lord, 
promise not to laugh. 
-- Far be it from me to laugh in so serious 
a matter. Corne, the residence of this fair 
one? 
-- Why, then, my lord, she inhabits the 
tavern of the Grand Admiral, in Wapping. 
ROCH . Usquebaugh and tobacco\ the tavern of 
the Grand Admiralt--Hat 2 hat hat--An honest 












ro, my lord, no bar-mair, I assure you. 
Her uncle keeps the tavern . 
-- (With mock gravity.) l Oh, I ask pardon, 
then she is heiress apparent to the tap-room, 
2 and you no doubt look forward to rise in the 
state through the dignities of drawer, tapster, 
and headwaiter, until you succeed to the fair 
hand o.f the niece, and the copper nose of the 
uncle, and rule with spigot in hand over the 
fair realms of Wapping . You, who I flattered 
myself would have made the torment and delight 
of all the pretty women at court~--you to be 
so completely gulled at the very onset,--the 
dupe of a green girl , and some old rogue of 
a publican~ 
-- Indeed, indeed, my lord, you do the uncle 
injustice. He is a perfectly honest, upright 
man--an old captain of a cruiser. 
3 Worse and worset Some old buccaneer, 
tired of playing the part of a monster at 
sea, has turned shark on shore. And do you 
dare to appear in such a house with the dress 
of a royal page? 
-- Oht I have taken care to avoid that. I 
have introduced myself into the house as a 
I 
1 Rise and 
pat Edw. on 
shoulder. 
2 Cross in 
front of 
him . 










music - master . 
And your musical name, gentle sir? 
1 Georgini, at your service . 
Hat hat hat vecy soft and Italianish--I'll 
warrant this heroine bar-maid will turn out 
some unknown princess, carried off by the 
old buccaneer landlord, in one of his 
cruisings. 
- - Your lordship is joking; 2 but, really, 
at times, I think she is not what she seems. 
- - Hat hat hat I could have sworn it. But 
silence--I hear his majesty dismount. 3 Run 
to where your duty calls--we'll take another 
opportunity to discuss the merit s of this 
Wapping Princess. 
-- (Goes out, muttering.) 4 There' s many a 
true thing said in jest . I am certain her 
birth is above her condition. 
{EXIT.) 5 
- - I must see this paragon of bar-maids--She 
must be devilish prettyt The case admits of 
no delay--I'll see her this very evening. 
Holdt Why not fulfil my promise to Lady Clara 
at the same time? It is decided:--1 1 11 give 
his majesty my first lesson in morals this 
I 
1 Bow . 
2 Cross 
down right . 






up left . 
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very night. But he comes . 1 
(Enter Charles) 2 
CHAS . -- 3 Good day, my lordt 4 --What, musingt 
I never see thee with that air of grave cogi-
tation, but I am sure there is some mischief 
devising. 





-- Reforrnt hat hai hai why, man, no one will 
credit thy conversiont 5 Is not thy name a 
by-word? Do not mothers frighten their 
daughters with it, as formerly with that of 
Belzebub? Is not thy appearance in a neigh-
borhood a signal for all the worthy burghers 
to bar their windows and put their womankind 
under lock and key?--Art thou not, in melan-
choly truth, the most notorious scapegrace 
in the kingdom? 
- 6 Heaven forefend that in anything I 
should take precedence of your majesty. 
-- But what proof do you give of your 
conversion? 
ROCH . The most solemn--I am going to be married. 
CHAS. 7 Marriedt --And who, pray, is the lady you 
have an idea of rendering miserable? 
I 





3 Sit in 
center 
chair. 





6 Turn to 
Chas. 







The Lady Clara. I 
ROCH. 
The Lady Clarat The brilliant , the 
discreet, the virtuous Lady Clarat She marry 
Rochestert hat hat hat 
-- Ah, my liege, heaven has given her a 
superabundance of virtues.--She will be able 
to make a very virtuous man of me with her 
superfluity. 
CHAS. -- Well, when thou art married, I will under-
take to write thy epithalamium. 1 
ROCH . -- Then your majesty may at once invoke the 
Muses . All is settled. (With great gravity.) 
As soon as the rites are solemnized, I shall 
quit the court, and its mundane pleasures, 





at Rochester , under permission of my creditors, 
the faithful garrison of that fortress. 
What is your castle again in pledge? 
No, rrry liege, not again. It has never, 
to my knowledge, been exactly out of keeping. 
A castle re quires a custodian . 
-- Ah, Rochestert Rochestert Thou art an 
extravagant dog. I see I shall be called on 
to pay these usurers at last. 
-- Your majesty is ever bounteous. I should 




not have dared to solicit, and certainly 
shall not presume to decline. 





hast an admirable knack of extracting a gift 
out of an empty hand. But, to business,--
where shall we pass the night? 
-- (Assuming a serious air.} 2 I must beg 
your majesty to excuse me this evening-- 3 
I have an engagement of a grave and important 
nature. 
-- Grave and importantt Thou liest , 
Rochester, or thine eyes speak false--and 
whither does this grave engagement take thee? 
-- To the tavern of the Grand Admiral in 
Wapping t 
-- I thought it was some such haunt. And the 
object of this business? 




and virtuous as a dragon--about whom there 
hang s a mystery that I must investigate . 
-- A mysterious beautyt It is a case for 
royal scrutiny-I will investigate it myself . 
But, my liege--~ 
No buts. Provide disguises . We will go 
together. (With mock gravity . ) I like to 
I 
















study human nature in all its varieties, and 
there is no school equal to a tavern . There's 
something of philosophy in this--one often 
gets a useful lesson in the course of a frolic. 
-- (Aside.) It shall go hard but your maj-
esty shall have one to-night. (Aloud} Ah, 
how few, except myself, give your majesty 
credit for your philosophyt And yet, by many, 
I am considered the partaker of your majesty's 
excesses. 
-- Partakert what a calumnyt you are the 
promoter of them. 
-- The world will judge me in this instance 
with even more severity than your majesty has 
done, should any disagreeable adventure be 
the result. 
Pshat I take the consequences on myself . 
Provide two seamen's dresses, a purse well 
filled, and arrange everything for nine 
precisely. Till then, farewell. 1 
(EXIT.) 2 
-- I will attend your majesty. 3 Sot the 
plot is in train. I'll off to Lady Clara, 
and report progress. 4 Let me see . This 




2 Exit up 
left. 
3 Speak to 
audience. 
4 Sit on 
table. 
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Within eight days my marriage, and then, at 
my leisure, to repent and reform. 
(EXIT.) l 






Scene 1 -- Outside of Copp•s Tavern, 
the Grand Admiral. A view of the 




(Enter Mary from the House) 1 
(VOICES, within} 2 W1ne t winet houset--waitert--
MARY . 
more wine, hot Huzza t huzzat huzzat 
-- What a noise those sailors malrn in the 
bar-room--nothing but singing, and laughing, 
and shouting-- 3 I should like to take a peep 
at them--but no--my uncle forbids me to show 
myself in the public rooms--he scarcely lets 
me be seen by the guests--he brings me up 
more like a young lady than the niece of a 
tavern keeper--(walks about restless). Heighot 
what a tire ome long dayt what shall I do 
with myself? what can be the matter with me? 
I wonder what can keep Mr . Georgini away? 











For three days he has not been here to give 
me a lesson--no matter--(pettishly)--I don't 
car$--I shall forget all my singing, that's 
certain--he was just teaching me such a pretty 
song, too--all about love--I 1 11 try it--
(attempts to sing)--no, I can't it's all out 
of my head--well, so much the bettert I 
suppose he is teaching it to some fine lady 
scholar--let him, don't care--I don't 
believe he'll find her so apt a scholar. 
Song 
Oht not when other eyes may read 
My heart upon my cheek, 
Oht not when other ears can hear 
Dare I of love to speak--
But when the stars rise from the sea, 
Oh then I think of thee, dear lovet 
Oh then I think of thee. 
When o 1 er the olives of the dell 
The silent moonlight falls, 
And when upon the rose, the dew 
Hangs scented coronals, 
And buds close on the chestnut tree, 
Oh then I think of thee, dear love~ 
Oh then I think of thee. 1 
(Enter Copp) 2 
COPP . -- What, Mary, my little blossom, what cheer? 
what cheer? Keep close, my little heart--why 
do you stir out of port? Here be cruisers 
abroad. 

















-- Who are those people, uncle, that make 
such a noise? 
-- Two hearty blades--mad roysters--oons how 
they drink. I was obliged to part company, 
old cruiser as I am, or they would soon have 
had me on my beam ends. 
Are they sailors, uncle? 
To be sure they are: who else would fling 
about money as they do, and treat the whole 
bar-room? The tallest in particular is a very 
devil. Hollo , Captain Copp , cries he every 
minute, another bottle to treat my brother 
tars. 
-- By their swagg,ering about so, they must 
be very rich. 
1 Pho, child, 't 1s n't the deepest laden 
ships that make the most rolling. 
But they spend their money so freely. 
A sure sign that it's running out. The 
longest cable must come to an end. He that 
pays out fastest, will soonest be brought 
up with a round turn. 
To what ship do they belong? 
That's more than I can say. Suppose they're / 
a couple of man of war's men just pai d off, 
II - 1 
l Si t in 
chair left. 
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who think they 've a Spanish mine in each 
poclcet--(shout of laughter from within). 
Ah, the jolly tarst I was just the same at 
their age. 
MARY . 1 I should like to have a look at them. 





way of two such rovers? No, no, I recollect 
too well what it was to get on shore after 
a long voyage. The first glimpse of a petti-
coat--whewt up boarding pikes and grappling 
1ronst--(Recollecting himself.) Ahem--no, no, 
child, mustn't venture in these latitudes. 
-- Ah , my good uncle, you are always so 
careful of me . 
-- And why not? What else have I in t h e 
whole world to care for, or to care f or me? 
Thou art all that's left to me out of the 
family fleet--a poor slight little pinnace. 
I've seen the rest, one after another, go 
down; it shall go hard but I'll convoy thee 
safe into port. 
-- I fear I give you a great deal of trouble, 
my dear uncle. 
-- Thou'rt the very best lass in the whole 
kingdom, and I love thee as I loved my poor 








brother; that's because you're his image. To 
be sure, you haven't his jolly nose, and your 
little mouth is but a fool to his. But then, 
there are his eyes, and his smile, and the 
good humoured cut of his face--(sighing)--poor 
Philipi Whati I'm going again, like the 
other night--(wiping his eyes). Psha i let's 
change the subject, because, d 1ye see, sensi-
bility and all that, it does me no good--
none--so let's talk of something else. What 
makes thee so silent of late, my girl? I've 
not heard a song from thee these three daysi 






Well, and can't you sing without him? 
Without him I can't sing well. 
And what's become of him? 
(pettishly.) I can't tell, it's very 
tiresome. 2 If he did not mean to come again, 
he might have said so. 
COPP. -- Oddsfish, neglect thee--neglect his duty~-
-I'll break him on the spot. 3 Thou shalt 
MARY . 
have another master, my girl. 
(eagerly.) Oh, no, on no account; I dare 
say he is not well, some accident has happened. 
II - 1 
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Besides, there is no other teacher in town 
equal to him, he sings with such feeling. 
- - Aht girl, if I had my old messmate, Jack 
Rattlin, here, he'd teach thee to sing. 1 He 
had a voice--faith it would make all the bot-
tles dance, and glasses jingle on the tablet-
-Talk of feelingt Why, when Jack would sit 
and I of an evening on the capstan when on watch, 
sing about sweethearts and wives, and jolly 
tars, and true lover's knots, and the roaring 
seas, and all t hat ; 2 smite my timbers, but 
it was enough to melt the heart of a grampus . 
Poor Jack, he taught me the only song I ever 
knew, it's a main good one though---
(Sings a stave.) 
Song 
In the time of the Rump, 
As old Admiral Trump, 
With his broom swept the chops of the Channel: 
And his crew of Tenbreeches, 
Those Dutch sons of----
MARY. (putting her hand on his mouth .) Oh, 
COPP. 
uncle, uncle, don't sing that horrible rough 
song. 
-- Rough? that's the beauty of it. It 
rouses one up, pipes all hands to quarters 
II - 1 
1 Sit left 
with back 
to Mary . 
2 Rise. 
90 
like a boatswain's call. Go in, Mary, but 
go in at the other door; 1 don't go near the 
bar: go up to your own room, my dear, and 
your music-master will come to you presently, 
never fear. 
(EXIT.} 2 
VOICE , within. -- Bollo--houset waitert Captain 
Coppt another bottle, my hearty fellow. 
COPP . 3 Tb.ere they go againt 4 I can't stand it 
any longer. I am an old cruiser, and can't 
hear an engagement without longing to be in the 
midst of it. Avast, though (stopping short}, 
these lads are spending too much money. Have 
a care, friend Copp, don't sink the sailor 
in the publican; don't let a free-hearte tar 
ruin himself in thy house--no, no, faith. If 
they want more wine they shall have it; but 
they shall drink as messmates , not as guests . 
So have at you, boys; it's my turn to treat 
now.---
( EXIT .) 5 
II - l 
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Scene 2 -- A room in Copp ' s House 
Ol'IOP 
8ENCH ----------
(Enter Mary) 1 
MARY . -- How provoking this absence of Mr . 
Georginit It would be serving him right to 
let my uncle discharge him: but then I should 
like just to learn that song he is teaching 
me--harkt--How my heart beatst Harkt I'll 
wager it's Georginit--I have a gift of knowing 
people before I see them--my heart whispers 
me---
(Enter Edward, as Georgini) 2 
MARY . 
EDW . 
-- So , sir, you are come at last, are you? 
I had supposed you did not intend to come any 
more , and was about to look out for another 
teacher. 
-- Pardon me for my absence--you have no idea 
what I have suffered . 
II - 2 
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-- (wi th anxiet y . ) Suffe r edi--have you been 
i l l , then? 
Very 111---
Indeedt and what was your complaint? 
(smiling . ) The not seeing you . 
l (half piqued, half pleased . ) Mighty 
fine , sir; it is a complaint that you might 
have cured in a moment . - - I have been angry, 
sir--very angry at your neglect--don't smile, 
sir--I won ' t be laughed at---
- - 2 Laugh at yout - -Can you suspect me of 
such a thing?--I do but smile from the pleasure 
of seeing you again--nothing but circums tances 
that I could not control caused my absence. 
-- (softening . ) Well , it's very provoking 
to be interrupted in one's lessons just in 
the mi ddle of a new song- - 3 I'll warrant 
you've been teaching it all over town. 
-- Indeed, I teach it to no one but yourself-
- for no one else can do it such justice. 
-- (smiling . ) Nay , now you are flattering--
have you brought it with you? 
-- Here it is- -if you please, we will sing 
it at once . 
-- Yes --but - -don 1 t look so steadily at me 
II - 2 









while I sing--it puts me out; and then--and 
then--I don't know what I'm singing. 
What t--have you fear of me, then? 
Oht yes, I fear that I may not please 
you . 
EDW. -- (apart.) Amiable innocencet for the 
world would I not betray thee. 
Duetto 1 
Love one day essayed to gain 
Entrance into Beauty's bower, 
Many a toil, and many a chain, 
Guarded round the precious flower. 
But Love laid aside his bow , 
Veiled his wing, hid his dart, 
Entered more than Beauty's bower, 
Entered also Beauty's heart . 
Hence was the sweet lesson learnt, 
Fond hearts never should despair, 
Kept with truth and led by hope, 
\\'hat is there Love may not dare? 




nrn the time of the Rump, ' &c. 
3 Ahat master crotchet and quaver, so 
you've come at last, have you? What the 
deuce did you stay away for, and let my little 
girl get out of tune? 
-- Oht I have explained all, air, and made 
my peace . 
-- Ah, she's a forgiving little baggage, and 
amazing fond of music--why, she's always on 
II - 2 










the lookout for you an hour before the time. 
Never mind, uncle. Are your strange 
companions here still? 
Here still? ay, and likely to stay here--
hat ha~ hat--no getting rid of them--they're 
a couple of devils, of right down merry 
devils, ha1 hat ha1--They've flustered me a 
little, 1 1 faith. 
EDW. -- You seem to have a great deal of company 
in the house, sir; I'll take my leave. 1 
COPP. -- 2 You shall take no such thing--you shall 
take tea with us, my little semibreve, and 
we'll have a lesson of music too. Oddsfishi 
you shall give me a lesson--I am confoundedly 
out of practice , and can't turn my old song 





-- Never mind the song now, uncle, we must 
have tea first, and Mr . Georgini will help 
me make it. 
Ay , fait h , and we'll add a bowl of punch 
and a flask of old Madeira to make a set out-- , 
my two messmates in the other room are to be 
ot the party. 
-- What , those wild sailors who have been 










keeping the house in an uproar? 
-- To be sure--they're good lads, though they 
have a little of the devil in thern.--They 
asked to clink the cup with me , and you know 
I can't well refuse, by trade, to clink the 
cup with any one. In troth, they had put 
me in such rare good humour--hai hat ha!--
that I could not refuse them for the life of 
me. 
But they are such a couple of harebrains---
Ohl don't be afraid--they are rough, but 
good-natured--sailor-like: besides, am not I 
always within hail? One of them, I see, is 
heaving in sight already. Come with me, my 
girl, and help to prepare the punch and get 
the tea--you, my king of crotchets, will stay 
and receive our guests--make yourself at 
home.--(Sings as he goes , ) "In the time of 
the Rump"---
(EXEUNT Copp and Mary) l 
-- 2 Here's a transformationt from a court 
page behold me master of ceremonies at a 
Wapping tavern t 3 (starts.) Good heavent 
whom have we here? The Earl of Rochester 
in that rude garbl 
II - 2 
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-- 2 The shouts of those jolly fellow began 
to turn my brain--his majesty is in fine 
humour to get into a scrape; and if he does, 
to make his difficulties more perplexing, I 
have secured his purse, so that he cannot 
bribe his way out of them-- 3 Hey~ Edward? 
(confused.) My lord Rochester---
4 Silence, you rogue~ I am no lord here, 
no Rochester . I am a seaman--my name Tom 
Taffrel. The king, my messmate, is Jack 
Mizen . 
-- The king with you~--(aside.) I see it all-
-he's after Mary--ah~ I am lost. 
Don't be alarmed, friend Georgini; none 
but the most innocent motives have brought 
us here---
-- Innocent motives bring you and the king, 
at night, to a tavern in Wapping, where there 
is a beautiful girl? Ah~ my lord, my lord---
-- Nay, to convince you that you have nothing 
to fear, I permit you to remain with us--
(aside) 5 He may assist my scheme-- 6 (aloud.) 1 
You must play off your character of music-
master upon the king . 






















-- Impossiblet His majesty will recognise 
my features. 
-- Pshat you have not been a page a month; 
he probably has not seen your face three 
times. But take care how you act; the least 
indiscretion on your par.t---
-- Aht my lord, I am too much interested in 
keeping the secret. 
That is not all. In whatever situation 
the king may find himself, whatever chagrin 
he may suffer, I forbid you to assist him in 
the slightest manner . You are to see in him 
only the sailor, Jack Mizen. 
-- Should his majesty chance to incur any 
danger , my lord, I can never be passive. 
In such case, I have but one cour e . 
-- There~ be no danger--I shall myself 
watch over his safety. 
l That decides me--I think I apprehend 
the object, and _will obey your lordship. 
2 The king approaches--Silence~ let each 
resume his part. 
(Enter Charles) 3 
CHAS. -- Well, messmate , shall we soon see this 
marvellous beauty? 












-- (apart.) So--this is his majesty's 
innocent motive\ 
-- Peace , friend Jack, here's one of her 
admirers--her music- master--
-- Aht you teach the young lady music, do 
you? 1 (looking earnestly at him . ) 2 Zounds t 
how like he is to the page you gave me lately. 
EDW . (apart.) Ah t my face strikes him . 
ROCH . 3 Hum-- I can't say I see much resemblance. 
CHAS . 
He is taller than Edward , and older, and the 
expression of his countenance is not the same. 
-- No , no, not altogether, but there is a 
something---
ROCH . -- 4 Why , to tell the truth, the page had a 
wild fellow for a father--and, your majesty 
knows, likenesses are stamped at random 
about the world sometimes . 
CHAS . -- (laughing . ) I understand--duplicate 
impressions--llke enough . 
(Enter Mary and [Servan tl with Tea) 5 
[ MARY . 
CHAS . 
EDW . 
-- (to Servant .) Set the table in this 
room ;J 
-- (to Rochester . ) By heaven, she's a 
divinity\ 
-- (low to Rochester . ) What does he say? 
II - 2 
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-- (to Edward .) That your divinity is a 
devilish fine girl. 
-- (to Rochester.) Amuse this confounded 
singing-master. I wish to have a duo with 
his mistress.--He 1 11 only mar music. 1 
ROCH. 2 (to Edward , with an air of great busines~ 
-EDW . 
ROCH. 
My good Mr . Georgini, I have something partic-
ular to say to you--(drawing him to a corner). 
His ma j esty (suppressing a laugh) fancies 
that you are uncomfortable, and requests me 
to amuse you. 
-- Yes, that he may have Mary all to himself-
-(drawing near her.) 
-- (drawing him back.) Come, don't be 
childish. What, you pretend to follow my 
lessons, and want complaisance~ 
(Charles has been making advances to Mary , who appears 
at first a little shy.) 
CHAS. 
MARY . 
Do let me assist you, my pretty lass. 
Don't trouble yourself, sir; Mr. Georgini 
is to help me make tea. 
EDW . -- (breaking from Rochester.) 3 I am here, 
madam--what can I do to help you? 
CHAS. -- (puts the kettle, as if accidentally 
against his hand. Dryly.) 4 Take care, 














young man, you may scald your finger. 
ROCH. -- (drawing Edward back, and speaking low.) 
Why , what a plague , boy , are you doing? 
( Charles continues to assist Mary , mingling little 







-- (aside, and struggling with Rochester.) 
I shall go ma d t 
Oh, dear sir , you're so kind, you quite 
put me out--(laughing)--heyt--you have taken 
• 
my hand instead of the teapot . I will not 
say you are awkward, sir, but really, you have 
the oddest manner of assisting--nay--let go 
my hand , I beg. 
By Heaven, it is a beautiful onet 
Nay, nay--pray , sir--(withdrawing her 
hand with smiling confusion.) U api:irt . ) 
Upon my word, I don't see any thing so very 
rude in these people J 
(endeavoring to get away from Roche s t er .) 
Let me go, I entreat you; I can stand this 
no longer. 
-- (holding him, and suppressing a laugh.) 
Psha t man, if you think to marry , or rise 
at court, you must learn to be deaf and blind 
upon occasion. 












( in rather an under- tone t o Mary . ) And 
how i s it possible so pretty a lass should 
not be married? 
Married- -bless me ~ I never thought of 
such a thing . 
No? never? and yet surrounded by lovers. 
Lovers ~ I haven't one, sir. 
Indeed~ and what is that young man, 
fidgeting yonder? 
He?--he is my singing-master, sir. 
And he sings to some purpose, I 1 11 warrant. 
Delightfully . 
And gives you a love-song now and then? 
Oh, often , often . 
CHAS . I thought so- -he has it in his countenance. 






you see I am wanted. 
Upon my word, they are getting on amaz-
ingly well without you. 
-- (to Mary . ) And so you are fond of music, 
my pretty lass? 
Oh, I love it of all things. 
A pretty hand to beat time with (taking 
her hand) . 
Sir-- (withdrawing it) . 







-- And as pretty a little mouth to warble 
a love-song . I warrant , t here come none but 
sweet notes from these lips. (Offers to kiss 
her.) 
-- (resisting.) Sir , give over--let me go, 
sir.--Mr. Georgini--help , help i 
(Edward bursts from Rochester, who is laughing . At 
this moment--Enter Copp . ) 1 
COPP. -- Avast there messmate i what the devil, 
yard arm and yard arm with my niecet 
{Charles desists , 2 a little confused--Edward 
approaches Mary . ) 
MARY . (flurried.) I am glad you are come, 
uncle--this rude stranger---
COP • . 3 ( taking her arm under his . ) Thunder 
CHAS. 
COPP. 
and lightning--whati insult Capta in Copp's 
niece in his own house i Fire and furi est 
-- (pretending to be a little gay . ) I insult 
your niece , messmate? Since when has an 
honest tar's kissing a pretty girl been consi d-
ered an insult? As to the young woman, if 
she takes offence at a piece of sailor 
civility , why , I ask pardon, that's all. 
-- (softened.} Oh, as to a piece of civil-
ity, d'ye see, that alters the case; but , 
II - 2 
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guns and blunderbussest if any one should 
dare---
Come, come, uncle Copp, what a plaguet 
you were a youngster once, and a frolicsome 
one, I'll warrant. I see it in your eye--
what--didst ever think it a crime to kiss a 
pretty girl in a civil way . 
-- No, no, in a civil way, no, certainly; 
I can make allowance when a lad and a lass, 
and a bottle, come pretty near each other--
odds fish--you say right, at your age, I was 
a rattler myself .--Come, Mary , no harm done . 
Come, lads, take your seats--(They seat 
themselves. Edward attempts to place himself 
by Mary .--Charles interferes, and takes the 
place.) 
Come, my girl , pour out the tea--1 1 11 fill 
out the punch, and we'll have a time of it, 
II - 2 
MARY . 
COPP . 
i 1 faith--Come, I'll give you a jolly song to 
begin with--( Sings .) 
In the time of the Rump, 
As old Admiral Trump---
II - 2 
(apart.) That odious song t-- 1 come, uncl~ 1 To Copp. 
never mind the song, take a cup of tea--
(offering one). 
-- What, drown my song and myself in warm 
water? ha t hat no, faith--not while there's 
a drop in the punch bowl. 






(low to Mary.) Am I then excluded? 
(looking down.) I thought punch would be 
more to your liking, sir. 
-- Then punch be it--Come, clink with me, 
neighbour Copp--clink with me, ~y boy. 
~-
-- Oht I'm not proud, I'll clink with any-
body--that's to say, mind ye, when the liquor 
i~ good, and there's a good fellow in the case. 
-- (rising.) Well, here goes--To the hea lth 
of Mary , the fair maid of Wapping . 2 
COPP . With all my heart, here's to her health--
the darling child 3 Oht messmate, there you 
touch a soft corner of my heart--did you know 
how I love this little girl . Pshat I'm a 
2 All rise 
except 
Mary. 
3 All drink 
except 
Mary. 




fool ish old fellow , and when I have got 
punch , and sensibility , and all that on 
board--Come , let's talk of something else. 1 
My dear unc l e---
I don't wonder at your loving her, I can't 
help feeling a kind of admiration for her 
myself - -(offering to take her hand). 
-- 2 Softly, shipmate , no grappling--admire 
at a dis t ance as much as you olease, but hands 
off . Come , my lads , a merry song--I love to 
sing when I drink . (Sings . ) 
In the time of the Rump, 
As old Admiral Trump- --
II - 2 
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Not that song, my dear uncle--I entreat--- 1 
Ah, I recollect- -ha! ha~ my poor song; 
CHAS . 
ha t ha t--well , well , since you don 't like me 
t o sing , sing it for me yourself, Mary . 
-- Ay, a song from the charming Mary (signif-
icantly) , I dare say your master has some 
pretty love - song for you . 
EDW . - - 3 Oh, yes- -I have brought one of the 
latest in vogue--one by the most fashionable 
poet of the day--the Earl of Ro che ster . 
COPP . -- 4 Rochester? fire nd fury--roast 
Rochestert 5 a r a scally rogue t - - t he devi l 
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take Rochester, and his song, too ~ 
Br avo ~ Captain Copp--another broadside, 
old boy . 
Why , what the deuce, neighbor--has your 
powder magazine taken fire? Why , what has 
Rochester done to you, to occasion such a 
terrible explosion? 
-- What's that to you? 'Wha t have you to do 
with my family secrets? Rochester t His very 
name makes my blood boil--- 1 
-- My dear uncle , be calm . You promised 
never to speak on this subject . 
Why , what connexion can there be between 
you and Rochester? 
No matter, he has been put to the proof , 
that ' s enough . (To Mary.) Don't be uneasy--
2 I ' ll say no more about it, my girl . You 
know me - -when I say mum, that's enough . 
-- This affair seems curious--I must have an 
explanation . (With an air of authority.) It 
is my pleasure - --
Your pleasure , quotha--and who the devil 
are you? You're a pleasant blade . 
(Sturdily.) But it's not my pleasure , 
messmate , look ye . 
II - 2 
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(Recollecting himself . ) I mean to say, 
that I feel a deep interest in your welfare. 
-- (gruffly). l Thank ye , thank'e, --but I 
am not used to such war m f riends on such 
short ac quaintance . (Apart . ) 2 I wonder is 
it myself, or my niece , this chap has fallen 
in love with at first sight? 








know what charge they have against you . 
-- (apart to Charles). And so am I, and I'll 
make this old buccaneer speak plain, before 
we leave him . 
-- You have misunderstood me , friend Copp . 
I am no defender of Rochester . I lmow him 
to be a sad fellow . 
As de stitute of feeling as a stockfish . 
He is a great genius , however . 
He is an evil genius, I know . 
He has a very clear head---
But a very black heart. 
ROCH . 4 Tb.is Rochester is a sad lightheaded 
COPP . 
fellow, that 's notorious; but wi ll you have 
t he goodness, my blunt Captain Copp , to 
mention one heartless act of his? 
-- (loudly). Ay , that I will , is it not a 
II - 2 
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My dear uncle , you f orget your promise . 
Le t me a lone , girl, l et me a l one--you ' ve 
nothing to fear ; I have you under convoy . 
Out with it , what is his crime? 
COPP . 1 Crime \ Is it not a burning shame , I 






say , t o disclaim his own niece- -to keep from 
her every stiver of her little fortune, and 
l eave her to pass her days in a tavern, when 
she has a right to inhabit a palace? 
(eagerly) . What do I hear iJ 
What , and is this young woman the niece? 
How can that be? 
Simply enough . Her father , Philip 
Copl and, married a sister of Lord Rochester . 
-- ( apart) . Philip Copland is in deed the 
name . 
-- This is most singular . And this Philip 
Copland was your brother? 
-- Ay , but worth a dozen of me--a steady man, 
an able officer , an ornament of the regular 
navy . I was always a wild dog , and never 
took to learning--ran away from school--
shipped myself on board a privateer . 2 In 
time I became captain , and returned from my I 
I 
I 













last cruise just in time to receive poor 
Philip 's l ast breath--his sand was almost run 
out . 1 · I 11 "Brother, 1 said he , I feel that my 
cruis ing is over; but there's my little girl . 
Take care of her for my sake, and never bother 
the Rochesters again. 11 -- 11 Brother," said I, 
"it's a bargain; tip us your fist on it , and 
die in peace , like a good Christian . " Be 
grasped my hand , and gave it a gentle squeeze. 
I would have shook his , but it grew cold in 
mi ne , and poor Philip was no more ~ 
-- My dear uncle--(laying her hand on his 
shoulder). 
2 (rousing himself) . But the girl was 
left, the girl was left (embracing her); and 
(taking her arm under his) -- 3 and I'll keep 
my word to my poor brother , and take care of 
her as long as I have breath in my body . 
Well, brother Tom , what do you think of 
a ll this? 
It touches me to the soul . 
And so you took home the child? 
Oht yes: and my uncle's bounty and kind-
ness have taken care of his poor little girl 
ever since. 
II - 2 
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-- Oht you should have seen what a l i ttle 
thing it was,--a little chubby-faced thing of 
four years old, no higher than a handspike . 
Now she's a grown girl. 
And you have given her a good education, 
it appears? 
COPP . -- 1 And why not? What tho' I'm a dunce , 






a fool. Her father was a man of parts . 
-- And you have given up your voyages for 
her? 
-- To be sure . Could I have a child running 
after me about deck? I sold my ship, and 
bought this tavern, where I receive none but 
good fellows, who drink , and smoke, and talk 
to me of voyages and battles all day long . 
But ambition might have induced you---
Ambition t you don't know me; my only 
ambition is to marry my niece to some honest 
citizen, and give her a dower of one thousand 
pounds , with as much more when old Captain 
Copp takes his long nap. 
-- (apart). Generous fellow\ (Aloud.) Let 
me advise you to apply to the Earl of 
Rochester . 
II - 2 





- - 1 Ohi yes, he will provide~ honorable 
match for your niece. 
2 (piqued). Much obliged, Mr . Georgini, 
but nobody asked your advice . 3 








to do with the Rochesters. 
But why not apply to the king himself? 
Oddsfish t they say he is not much better-
- he 's a wild devil--a great friend of Roches-
t er--and birds of a feather, you know---
4 {apart). Now comes my turn . 
True enough, Captain Copp; they say he is 
a rover--rambles about at night--frolics in 
taverns. 
-- Well, let him cruise, so he does not 
cruise into my waters . He's a desperate 
rogue among the petticoats, they say--well, I 
like a merry heart, wherever it beats.--
Cbarley bas some good points, and if I could 
but give him a piece of my mind---
What should it be, friend Copp? 
To keep more in port, anchor himself at 
h ome, and t urn that fellow, Rochester, adrift 
--there might then be some hopes of him. --But, 
come, 'tis getting late--now, friends, it's 
II - 2 
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time to turn out, and turn 1n--these are late 
hours for the Grand Admiral--come, a parting 
cup. (To Mary .) See that the fires are out, 
my girl , and all hands ready for bed. 
I will , but no more drinking, uncle. 
Well, well--no more--only one parting cup. 
Only one--recollect, you have promised--
no more . 
( EXEUNT ~dw and Mary) l 
COPP . -- 2 Only this last drop.--Come, my lads, 
this farewell cup, and then you must push 
your boats. 3 
ROCH . -- 4 Now to execute my plan. 5 (Making signs 
that the king will pay.) Hist , Captain Copp ~ 




Ay , ay, all right. 
6 [( low to Edw.) Follow me quietly--1 1 ve 
something to say to you J (Apart, and chuck-
ling as he goes out.) Now , brother Jack, I 
think you'll soon find yourself among the 
breakers~ 
(EXIT, {f ollowed by Edw J) 7 
-- Now, messmate , let's square accounts--
(handing a paper) here's a note of your 







3 Chas . 
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expenses--you see I charge nothing for the 
last two bottles--nor for the tea-table--
that's my treat. 
CHAS . -- (looking over the paper) . 1 Um~ wine--
punch--wine--punch--total five pounds ten-- 2 
a mere trifle~ 
COPP. -- 3 Do you call that a trifle?--Gad, 
messmate, you must have made good prizes in 







-- (laughing). Ay, ay, I'm pretty well 
paid--Here, Tom Taffrel, pay Copp 1 s bill, and 
let's be ofi'.--(Looking round.) 4 Hey--where 
is he? 
-- Ohi he went off in a great hurry--he said 
he had to be aboard ship, but that you would 
pay the bi 11. 
With all my heart . (Apart.) It's odd 
that he should leave me alone--my raillery 
has galled him.--Poor Rochester, (Laughing.) 
how ill some people take a joke~ (Feeling in 
his pockets) . Five pounds ten, you say? 
Just so--five pounds ten. 
(searching in all his pockets) . Well l 
this is the oddest thing--I am certain I had 
II - 2 
1 Cross 
down left. 
2 Turn to 
Copp . 













my purse . 
-- (apart). My neighbour seems rather in a 
quandary . 
-- (feeling more eagerly) . Some one has 
pi cke d my pocket . 
-- Avas t there, friend--none but honest 
people frequent the Grand Admiral .-- (Apart.) 1 
I begin to suspect this spark, who spen ds so 
freely, is without a stiver in his pocket. 
-- All I know, is , that one of these honest 
people must have taken my purse. 
-- Come , come, messmate-- I am too old a 
cruiser to be taken in by so shallow a 
manoeuvre--I understand all this--your 
companion makes sail--you pretend t o have 
been robbed--it's all a cursed privateering 
trick--clear as day . 
-- Friend Copp--i f you will wait till 
to- morrow, I'll pay you double the sum. 
-- Double the sumt\ --thunder and lightning ~ 
what do you take me for?--Look ye, neighbour, 
to an honest tar in distress, my house and 
purse are open--to a jolly tar who wants a 
caper , and has no coin at hand , drin k to-day 
and pay to-morrow is the word--but to a 
II - 2 
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sharking land lubber, tha t hoists the colours 
of a ga llant crui ser, to play of f the tricks 
of a pi rate, old Copp will show him his match 
any day . 
A land lubber? 
Ay , a l and lubber .--D' ye think I can't 
see through you, and your shallow sailor 
phrase s .--'#h o the devil are y ou ?--none of the 
captains know you--what ship do you belong to? 
-- What ship? why , to--to--(apart) what the 
deuce shall I say? 
-- A pretty sailor, truly--not know the 
name of his ship--a downright swindler--a 
barefaced impudent swindler--come s into 
my house, kicks up a bobbery , puts every 
thing in an uproar--treats all t he guests--
touzles my niece--and then wants to make off 
without payine; . 
-- (apart) . How shall I get out of this 
cursed scrape?--Oh, happy thought, my watch-
-(aloud) hear kee , Captain Copp--if I haven't 
money, may be this will do as well--what say 
you to my watch as pledge? 
(taking the watch) . Let me see it--um--
large diamonds . (Shaking his head .) 
II - 2 







-- (gayly) . Well--that ' s worth your five 
pounds ten- -hey? 
Um--I don't know that: - -if the diamonds 
are false, it is not worth so much--if real, 
none but a great lord could own it--(turning 
quick to him),--how did you come by this watch? 
It's my own . 
Your own l A common sailor own a watch 
set with large diamonds~ I'll tell you what , 
messmate, it's my opinion as how you stole 
this watch. 
-- Stole it? Give back my watch, fellow, or 
I'll---
Softly, my lad, keep cool, or I'll have 
you laid by the heels in a twinkling . 1 




what do you intend to do? 
-- 2 Lock you up here for the present, and 
have you lodged in limbo immediately . 
Will you not listen to reason? 
3 (going) . Yes, through the key-holei 
(From the door.) You shall have news of 
me presently, my fine fellow. 
(EXIT) 4 
II - 2 
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right exit. 
2 Lock 
right door . 
3 Cross 
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-- 1 Was ever monarch in such a predicament?-
-a prisoner in a tavern--to be presently 
dragged through the streets as a culprit--and 
to- morrow sung in lampoons , and stuck up in 
caricatures all through the ci t y--V~bat is to 
be done? This Copp seems a man of probity, 
suppose I avow myself to him? Um~ will he 
credit me , and will he keep the matter se cret? 
This sturdy veteran may be an old cruiser 
under the Commonwealth: if so, what have I 
not to apprehend? lone--unarmed, at 
midnight (shaking his head). 2 Charles ~ 
Charlest wilt thou never learn wisdom? Yes; 
let me but ge t out of this scrape, and I 
renounce these rambling humours for ever . 
( A noise of unlocking the door.) Hark t some 
one comes. 
(Enter Edward and i ary . [Several Servants quaintly 
dressed, and armed, appear at the door ~) 3 
MARY . 4 Place yourselves outside and guard the 
passages. 
CH s . They are placing sentinels. 5 
EDW . (apart). The earl has given me my lesson: 
no glinching . 
MARY . -- I am afraid to go near him. I wish my 
II - 2 







3 From up 
left. 
4 Speak 






uncle had not set us this task.--- II - 2 
(Mary is armed with an old cutlas s , [ Edward with a 











1 Be not afraid, I am here to defend you . 
(advancing) . Whatt my pretty Mary in 
arms1 
-- Ah , don't come near me ~ \I\That a ferocious 
ruf f i an it is t 
-- (gallantly) . Wa s that delicate hand made 
to gr asp so rude a weapon? 
-- (low to Mary). Don't let him touch your 
hand , or you are lost. 
-- (drawing back). 2 He does not look so 
very ferocious, neither. 3 Fie , sir , fie l 
what, steal t he jewe ls of the crown? 
Is it , then, known already? 
Yes , indeed, all is known . My uncle took 
the watch to our neighbour , the jeweller, who 





2 To Edw . 
3 To Chas. 
Confusion t 4 4 Cross to 
down right. 
(low to Mary) . You hear he confesses .--
(Aloud.) Well, Captain Copp will be here 
pr esent l y with the magistrate . Here will be 
a fine piece of work . Al l Wapping is already 
120 
in an uproar. 
CHAS. -- (eagerly). 1 My friends, it is of the 









-- I have not a doubt of it. Oht you 
culpritt 
-- (with insinuation). And would Mary, the 
pretty Mary, see me dragged to prison? I 
won't believe it. That sweet face bespeaks 
a gentle heart. 
Poor creaturet I can't but pity him. 
(with gallantry) . I never saw a pretty 
woman yet, that would not help a poor fellow 
in distress--(apart) She yields . But I need 
other bribes for my gentleman--I have i t--
my ring. (Aloud.) Assist me to es cape, and 
take this ring as a pledge of what I will do. 
It is of great value. 
-- What a beautiful diamond ring\ How it 
sparkles\ Don't touch it, Georgini, it's a 
stolen ring . 
And for that very reason I take it. We 
can return both together to the ri ght owner. 
(apart to Edward) . He certainly has 
something genteel in his air. This unf or-
II - 2 
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ED l . 
MARY . 
CHAS . 
M RY . 
CHAS . 
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t unat e man may , perhaps , belong to decent 
peopl e . 
-- I do indeed; my fami l y is considered very 
respectable . h , bless that sweet face t I 
knew a hard heart could not belon g to it. 
-- ( apart) . Egad, I must get him off , or 
he'll win his pretty jailor, culprit as she 
thinks him . 
-- (taking Edward apart). How penitent he 
seems , and his countenance is rathe r amiable 
t oo~ ~hat will they do with him? 
-- (carelessly) . Hm- -why , they'll hang him, 
of course . 
-- Heavens ~ will they touch hi s life? Oh, 
horrible t and so good looki ng a man ~ I would 
not have his dea th upon my mind for the who le 
world (earnestly) . 
-- ( Wno has been traversing the apartment 
uneasily , and eyeing them occasionally.) ~i ll 
this consultation n ev er end~ I dread the 
arriva l of the officers . 1 
(aloud) . Let us assist him to escape~ 
Thanks , my generous g irl: 2 there's 
nothing like a pe tticoat in time of trouble . 
EDW . -- How shall we get him off? The door is 
II - 2 
1 Turn to 
Bdw . and 
Mary . 








guar ded . 
Ay , but the window . 
(eagerly) . No , not the window , you may 
hurt yourself . 
-- (surprised) . You are very considerate, 
my friend . 
-- Oh t it is not very high, and opens into 
a land that leads to the river . 
- - 1 (opening the window) . Psha t it's 
nothing; with your assistance, I shall be on 
the ground in an instant . 2 
MARY . -- It is , perhaps, very wrong in me to _let 
you escape; 3 but I beg you to listen to a 
word of advice . 
CHAS . 






Oh, yes, I hear you . 
It is on condition that you change your 
course of life. 
Yes , yes, I'll change it , I warrant you. 
And not drink, nor rove about this way at 
night . 
Not for the world. 
And steal no more, for it will bring you 
to a shameful end. 
-- (getting out of the window, assisted by 
Mary) . An excellent sermont But I must 
II - 2 
1 Put chair 
under 
window . 




on chair . 





steal-- ne kiss to im~ress it on my memory~ 
1 Did he steal a kiss , 1'.ary? 
Oh , yes , he did indeed . 
2 Sto thief \ sto thief t 
(descending outside) . Tell uncle Cop to 
ut it in the ill ~ 
I hear them coming . (Looks out of the 
window . ) He's safe do~n--he's off--(apart)--
now 'm easy . 





I'll manage that; only say as I say, nd 
fear nothing . ( opp heard outside the door .) 
This way--this way . 
Stop thief ~ stop thief'· ( To Mary .) Gry 
out as I do . 
(feebly) . Stop the thief~ stop the thieft 
I can ' t . 
(Enter Copp , fi.'ith a double-barrelled g un, followed by 






Hollo--what the devil 's to pay here? 
The culprit has jumned out of the window . 
Oh, yes , out of the window \ 
Thunder and lightningt why didn 't you 
stop him? 
- - I was too far off . The young lady 
II - ~ 
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attempted , but he kissed her , and 1 l eaped 
out like a gr eyhound . 
Fire and f uries i --kissed her? 
Yes , uncle, but he didn't hurt me . 
And he said you might put it in the bill . 
2 Guns an d blunderbussesi this is running 
up an a ccount with a vengeance (looking out 
of t he window ). I see something in the 
offing ; we may overhaul him yet . 3 Come along , 
all hands to the chaset Get to your room , 4 
Mary , there's no knowing what mi ght hap~en 
if this pirate should fall foul of you again . 
5 Come along--away with you ~11--divide at t he 
street door--scour the thre e nassages- - I'll 
show him what it is to come in the way of an 
old cruiser~--(Bustle- i opp fires off his gun 
out of the window after Charles . Curtain 
fa lls .j/ 6 
(END OF ACT S~COND . ) 
II - 2 
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1 exit right, 
Copp . ~xit 
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Scene -- The Royal Palace 
---------(7 CHI/ft 
(Enter Edward , in his habit, as a Page.) 1 
EDW. -- I've had a hard scramble of it, to get 
here, and dress in time. The king must arrive 
presently, though my light heels have given me 
a good start of him . Harkt a noise in the 
king 's private staircase--Softly , then, softly , 
(seats himself in an arm-chair a t the door of 
the king's cbamber, and pretends to sleep ) . 2 
(Enter Charles, his dress in disorder.) 3 
CHAS . 
EDW . 
4 Confound the cityt what a journey it 1st 
(aside). Especially to foot pas sengers. 
CHAS . I began to think I should never find the 
palace . (Sitting down.) 5 Phewi I shall not 
forget this night in a hurry . Forced to 
escape like a thief,--to risk my neck from a 
III 
1 From up 
left. 
2 Sit in 
chair ri ght. 
3 From 
down left. 
4 Speak to 
audience. 
5 Sit in 






window,--hunted about the streets by that old 
buccaneer and his crewt Egadi I fancy I c an 
hea r old Copp's voice, even now , like a 
huntsman giving t he view-halloo, as I doubled 
a bout the mazes of Wapping . 
-- (Aside , and s upnres sing a laugh.) A royal 
hunt, trulyt 
-- Well, t hank fortune, I am safe home at 




(Aside . ) And the most discreet of pages . 
(Seeing Edward . ) 1 So , the page already 
waiting . Deu ce take him~ he is exactly 
the door-way of my chamber . 2 So , so ~ 
La dy Clara comingt 3 Oh, then, all's over ~ 
(Enter Lady Clara, goes to Edward . ) 
LADY c. 4 Whatt a sleep at this hour, Edward? 
EDW . 5 I beg your pardon , my lady-- I am waiting 
his ma j esty's rising . 
LADY C. -- You will come, and let the queen know 
when the king is visible 6 (perceives Charles) . 
Heavenst your majesty in this dress? 
CHAS . 7 (affe cting an unembarrassed air). 8 
Whatt it amuses you, hat ha t My regular 
morning dress, I assure you . I have taken a 
I I I 
1 Rise . 
2 Look 
ri ght . 
3 Cross to 
down left . 
4 Cross 
right and 
wake ~dw . 
5 R" ! 1 se . 
6 • Turn 
start to 
cross left . 
7 "'"" d • t ,t!; W • SJ. • 
8 Cross to 
Lady C. 
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whim for gardening late l y , and , every morning, 
by day- light , I am on the terrace, planting, 
transplanting , and traininc . Oh! you should 
see how busy I am , particularly among the 
roses . 
LADY C. -- I have no doubt your majesty has an eye 
for every fresh one that blows .--But, how 
quiet you have been in these pursuits! 
CHAS . -- One does not want all the world to la:low 
of one ' s caprices . But what has procured me 
the pleasure of seeing your ladyship so early? 




were immersed in affairs of state, last night, 
sent me to enquire how your majesty had slept. 
1 Very restless-- very restless--I tumbled 
and to s sed about sadly . 
-- Aht why does not your majesty take more 
care of yourself? You devote yourself too 
much to your people . This night-work will be 
too much for you. 
Why, yes, if it we re often as severe as 
last night . 
LzDY C. -- Indeed, your majesty must give up these 
midnight labours to your ministers . 
CHAS . -- (apart). To my ministers, hai hat Egad! 
III 
1 Cross to 
down left. 
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I should like to see old Clarendon and Ormond 
hob or nobbing with uncle Copp, struggling for 
kisses with Mary, and scouring the lanes of 
Wapping at full speed .--( aloud) . Well , my 
Lady Clara , have you anything further to 
communicate? 
LADY C. -- 1 Mi ght I presume , I have a favour to 
request of your majesty . An author , in whose 
cause I take a warm interest, has offended 
CHAS . 
a person high in power, and is t hreatened 
with a prosecution . 
-- The blockhead i let him write a gainst me 
only, and they'll never trouble him. 
LADY c . -- 2 His pardon depends upon your majesty--
CHAS . 
would you but deign to sign itt 
(Apart.) Sinner that I am , i would but 
ill become me to be severe .--(Alou d .) Lady 
Clara, you look amazingly well this morning- -
3 I can refuse you nothing . 4 -- 5 (Signs the 
paper.) 6 And now, to make my toilet t e--
(aside) --Safe at la st ~ 7 she sus pects nothins . 
LADY C. -- {smi ling ). He thinks he has deceived me . 
--Oh , these men, these men ~ how they will 
impose upon us easy , simple, knowing woment 
( EXEUNT Lady Clara and Edward . ) 8 
III 
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-- Oddsfisht I never knew such a piece of 
work to ge t into a h ou se before. If that 
good-looking gentlewoman h ad not seen us from 
the window, and taken our part , hang me , if 
I don't think they would have turn 1 d us adrift. 
' Vhat beautiful roomst 
Gingerbread fineryt I would not change 
the bar-room of the Gr and Admiral for the 
best of them. But what a bother to give a 
watch back to the right ownert Why , there's 
no finding the king in his own house .--Now , for 
my part, I always stand on the threshold, and 
if any one comes, there's my hand .--Tip us 
your bone , says I, and make yourself welcome . 
-- That 's what I call acting like ~ king of 
good fellows . 
2 Oh, uncle, I have always heard say, that 
the king is very kind and affable; and, I 
dare say, when you hand him back his watch, 
he will behave with generosity. 
-- Generosity t Why , dost think , girl, I 1 d 
take a reward? No , not-- 3 They say Charley's 
not overstocked with the shiners .--I want none 
of them. To be sure , he may do the civil 
III 










thing--he may ask us to stay , and take pot-
luck, perhaps . 
Pot-luck , unclet 
y, in a friendly way , d'ye see? And I 
don't care if I did, if it were only to s ee 
how royalty messed. But , where the deu ce is 
the king to be found? Ohi yonder is a fine 
gimerack young gentleman, who pe rhaps , can 
tell us--1 1 11 hail him. Yo-hot messmatet 
(EXIT , hallooing after hdward . ) 1 
-- What a beautifu l place this ist But, 
without content, grandeur is not to be envied . 
The humble and the good, may be as happy in a 
cottage as a palace . 
Recitative--Mary 
Thrice beautifult last that here 
Should ever come a frown or tear; 
But not beneath t he gilded dome 
Hath hanp iness its only home . 
Not in the pictu red hall s , 
ot ami d marble walls 
Will young Love dwell . 
Love's home's the heart alone, 
That he art, too , all his own , 
Els e , Love, farewellt 
(Enter Copp, pu lling Edward , who tried to hide his 
face . ) 2 
III 
l Exit 
up right . 
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-- Co a lo 0 n-- o ' t 
ful-- O U nee n ' 
-- (asi de ) . L me • u on st 
(a loud) --You co e to e to is 
-- Yes , s · r , . CO~, -- (ap rt) -- l Dear ncl 
t h os e feat r e s--ho y !18 t . ts '.- - 1 y u 
e e r s ee such a r e s e blance , u cle? 
( look n0 at Edwar d) . Od s ish t he s 
lik , i ndeedt--~ut it C n ' t be h i m 1. 
I li e Georgi ni ' s " ce e tt r -- it . J. 
1s mor e an i mated . 
Don ' t talk tom of that Georu ni . Di t 
not t e l l me , he t ook a ring of th t la n -
pira t e ?--an , t hen , t o dis ear so sudd nl . 
--Fire a nd fu r y t i f I catch him---
o swe ring i n the kin 0 1 s pal c • 
, ell , we ll , t r ue ; no swear ng . ut , 
thunder and l i ghtning t wh t ·ewps t he kn 
so l ong ? 
-- I think I hear him . 2 Ste in to th t 
par tment-- l a dy ~111 i ntro uce yo u . 
t he s e t hat I s a t t he wi ndo 
very 11ell . 3 ut , I s y , 1st r on ' t e 
·--' 
p 
m ting . Ju t h .:. nt to t e kin , t a I 1 v 








at Wapping to-day--busy times at the Grand 
Admiral. 
-- Let us retire, uncle. I dare say we shall 
be sent for in good time . 
Very well, very well. But , do think of 
the Grand Admiral--all aback for want of me . 
If the king loses his watch again, the devil 
take me --Ohi I forgot - -I mustn't swear in 
the king' s palace . Eome along Mary J 
(EXEUNT Copp and Mary) l 
-- 2 This will be a whimsical court presen-
tation, trulyt His majesty's perplexities 
are not yet over . 3 








5 Has Rochester appeared? 
Not yet, Sire . 
(apart) . What could be his motive for 
the cruel trick he played me? 
Your majesty asked for Lord Rochester; 
here he comes with Lady Clara. 
-- Pish t Lady Clara is one too many here. 
I shall not be able to explain myself before 
her . No matter--he shall not escape me . 
Rochester and Lady Clara) 6 
-- May I venture to ask, if your majesty 
III 
l Exit 
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has passed a comfortable night? 
Indifferent , my lord--(low , to him) - -
Traitor i 
L DY C. -- (smiling ) . I understood his lordship had 







-- Not throughout , my lady . An accident 
obliged me to leave his majes ty in rather a 
moment of perplexity . 
-- (angrily) . Yes, his lordship left the 
whole we ight of--busines s--upon my shoulders . 
-- I doubt not your majesty got through with 
your usual address . 
-- (apart) . Perfidious varlet~ (Aloud.) 
My lord , you will please to present yourself 
in my study at two o'clock . I have some-
thing particular to say to you. 
-- Deign to dispense with my attendance, 
sire . I quit London in a few moments for 
my estate, as I mentioned yesterday . I am a 
great offender . - - It is time to exile myself 
from court , and turn hermit . 
-- (harshly) . I approve the project; but 
will take the liberty of choosing your 
hermitage myself . 
ROCH . - - l (low to Lady Clara) . The king is 
III 
1 Cross to 







furious against me . 
Courage , my lord--all will end well . 
(shouting outside). Wha t the devil is 
the meaning of this? Am I to be kept here 
all day? 
Wha t uproar is that 
l Oht two persons , whom I met this morn-
ing , seeking to speak with his majesty , on 
some personal concern. As I know him to be 
so accessible to the people , I undertook to 
pr esen t t hem . 
Just now it is impossible . 
LADY C. 2 I am very sorry, especially on the 
CHAS . 
LADY C. 
young girl ' s account. 
A young girl , di d you say? 
Beauti fu l as an ange li 
CHAS . Oh t since you take such interest in her, 
La dy Clara--(to Edward,)-- 3 Show them in . 4 
(Enter Copp and Mary . ) 
EDW . -- 5 (preceeding them). 
consents to hear you . 
Come in--his majesty 
COPP . -- I'm taken all aback--my courage begins to 
fail me . 
?I RY . -- What have you to fear , my dear uncle? 
(Keeps her eyes modestly cast down . ) 
III 
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-- Feart it isn't fear, look ye. But , 
somehow, I never fell in with a king before 
in all my cruisings. 
-- (apart.) Copp and his niece~ here's a 
pretty recentre. 






¥~11, I suppose I must begin.--Oddsfisht 
I had it all settled in my head, and now, the 
deuce a word can I muster up. 
-- Come, uncle, couraget I never saw you 
so cast down before. 
Well, then, what I have to say is this--
Mr . King. -- (low.) Hey, Mary, what is it I 
had to say? 
What is your name, my good fri end? 
Copp, at your service; that is to say, 
Copplan~, or Captain Copp , as they call me . 
1 And here 's Mary , my niece, who , thou gh I 
say it, is one of the best girls---
(While talking, he looks down and fumbles with 
his cap .) 
MARY . -- 2 But , that's not the point, uncle. 
COPP . 3 Eh~ true, very true, always keep to the 
point, like a good helmsman. First and 
















I say my lord, I mean your majesty . 
-- (apart . ) Egad , he's as much puzzled as 
I was, to give an account of myself . 
-- (Still looking down.) In finis--primo to 
begin--you must know, then, that I command, 
that is to say, I keep the Grand Admiral, as 
honest a tavern as your majesty would wish to 
set your foot in--none but good company ever 
frequent it, excepting when a rogue or so 
drops in, in disquise--last night, for 
instance, a couple of gallows knaves, saving 
your majesty's presence--Aht if I could 
only lay eyes on them again--I should know 
'em, wherever I saw 1 em--one in particular 
had a confounded hanging look--a man about 
the height of--(eyeing Rochester, stops short.) 
1 Mary t Maryi if there isn't one of the very 
rogues~ 
-- My dear uncle, hush, for heaven's sake~ 
(Apart.) That wine is still in his head. 
-- (Apart). Rochester's face seems to 
puzzle him. 
COPP. -- I'll say no more; for the more I look--
(low to Mary.) hang me, if it isn't himself. 











him--{ Takes his place, her eyes still modestly 
cast down . ) My uncle has thought it his duty 
to inform your majesty, that two strangers 
came to his house last night, and after 
calling for a great deal of wine, were unable 
to pay, and went of f , leaving a valuable 
watch in pledge, which has proved to belong 
to your majesty. {Rochester and Lady Clara 
in bye play express great delight at the 
manner of Mary.) 
-- {Apart, rubbing his hands .) Oht bless 
her~ She talks like a book. 
MARY . My uncle being an honest man, has brought 
COPP . 
the watch to your majesty. 
Yes, by St. George, and here it is. The 
sharpers, to be sure, have run 01f with five 
pounds ten of my money, but that's neither 
here nor there--I don't say that, because I 
expect you to pay it, you know.--In short, 
without more palaver, (Crossing , and giving 
it) here's the watch-- 1 (Glancing at the 
King, stops short, and gi ves a long whistle .) 
whewt (Treads softly back.) 2 --(low to Mary .) 
Smite my timberst if it be n't the other 
roguet 
III 











-- "Wha t ails y ou , uncle? surely, you are 
lo s i ng your senses to speak thus of his 
maje s ty ~ 
-- (low to her . ) Majesty, or no majesty, 
I ' ll put my hand in the fire on't he's the 
other . 
The watch is certainly mine. 
Your majesty's? 
(Smiling significantly at Rochester) 
ROCH . 
CHAS . 
-- (Affecting astonishment.) Your majesty's 
watch? 
Even so; and I might have lost it, but 
for this man's honesty . I shall be more on 
my guard in future . (Looking sternly at 
Rochester . ) 
MARY . -- (Looking at Charles and Rochester.) The 




But it is impossible. 
(Rapping his forehead . ) I have it--I see 
how it is .--(Low to Mary . ) We've made a 
pretty kettle of fish of it . The king , you 
know , is said to cruise under false colours. 
Mercy on me i what will become of us? 
(To Mary . ) Let me alone--it's one of the 











get you off--(Aloud.) 1 Your majesty will 
not be angry with my little fool of a niece 
The two strangers might be very worthy people 
--many a man has a gallows look, and is an 
honest fellow for all that.--The truth is, 
they were a brace of merry wags.--Besides, 
i f I had known for certain, I wouldn't for 
the world--hat hat--because, d'ye see--honour 
bright--mumt (Turning to Mary .) Corne , I 
think I've got you pretty well out of the 
scrape, hey? 
-- Captain Copp , I am aware of all that 
passed at your house. 
-- Aht your majesty knows, that he who cracks 
a joke must not complain if he should chance 
to pinch his fingers. 
-- True, Captain , but was there not question 
of one Rochester? 
Why , craving your majesty's pardon, I did 
let slip some hard truths about him . 
And do you know him of whom you spoke so 
bluntly? 
-- Not I, thank heaveni But I only said, 
what everybody says--and what everybody says, 
you know, must be true. 
III 













-- Spoken like an oracle--and did not you 
say, that this pretty lass was his niece? 
-- Ay , as to that matter, I'll stick to that, 
proof in hand . Make a reverence, Mary, and 
no thanks to Rochester for the rel tionship. 
-- I will take care that he ~11 make a 
suitable provision for his niece, or provide 
her an honourable husband. 
I can assure your majesty, you only 
anticipated his intentions. 
Avast theret--I don't give up my girl. 
But you will choose a match suit ed to 
her noble family . 
I'll choose for her an honest man; but no 
rantieumscout companion to suit th t Barl of 
Rochester you talk of . --(Chuckling and 
winking . ) To tell the truth between f riends, 
and all in confidence, I had a match in my 
eye, a young music master.--Nay , don't blush, 
girl--I know there was a sneaking kindne s s 
in the case. 
CHAS . -- 1 I oppose that match. That young man 
received a ring last night, but has not had 
the honesty, like Captain Copp, to seek the 
owner . 
III 
1 Rise , 
cros s lef t 
center. 
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[{ Mary involuntarily springs forward to defend Edward 
against the charge, which Lady Clara and Rochester 






-- (Advancing.) He only waited a suitable 
moment to return it to your majesty . (Kneels 
and presents it.) 
Howt Edwardt--The resemblance is no 
longer a wonder. 
What, little crotchet and quavert 
hat ha'. there's witchcraft in all this. 
hat 
1 Oh, heavens t Georgini a gentleman t 
But rrry heart knew it. 
It is in vain, Lady Clara, to attempt 
concealment. 2 Behold the heroes of the 
adventure . 
LADY C. -- Pardon me, sire, I knew it all along--I 
was in the plot . 
CHAS . 
LADY C . 
CHAS . 
How? 
Her majesty, the queen , was at the head 
of it. If the earl be guilty, it is we who 
induced him and should undergo the punishment. 
-- I understand the whole. But the treachery 
of this earl I cannot forgive . He shall not 
obtain my pardon. 
LADY C. -- (Producing a paper .) It is already 
III 






obtained . 1 Your majesty , ever merciful, has 
signed it . 
-- What t he , too , is the author for whom you 
interested yourself - -ha i ha t hai fairly taken 
i n at all points . Rochester thou hast 
conquered . 
(Rochester kneels . ) 
COPP . (Passionately . } Thunder and lightning ~ 
this man Rochestert-- 2 come along , girl, 
come alongt 




He does not look so cruel, uncle. 
- - (Taking her under his arm . ) Come along , 
girl , come along . 
One moment, Captain Copp . (Copp stops, 
and looks fiercely at him.) It is true, I 
am Roches ter--a sad fellow, no doubt, since 
all the world says so--but there is one 
grievous sin which I will not take to my 
conscience, for it is a gains t beauty. I am 
not the Rochester who disclaimed this lovely 
girl - -he was my predecessor, and is dead . 
-- (Sternly . ) Dead~ - -gone to his long 
reckoning . --(Pauses . ) May Heaven deal kind-
lier with him than he did with this orphan 
III 
1 Cross to 
Roch. 






chi l di 
That ' s my ovm uncle t 
I have pardoned you, Rochester; but my 
eyes are opened to the follies which I have 
too frequently partaken . From this night 
I abjure them . 
-- And I, my liege, (Bowing to Lady Clara) 
will mortify myself with matrimony, and hope 
to reform into a very rational and submissive 
husband. (Taking Lady Clara's hand.) 
CHAS . There yet remains a party to be disposed 
of. What say you, Captain Copp?--What say 
you, my Lord of Rochester? Must we not find 
a husband for our niece? 
COPP . -- Fair and softly, your majesty--craving 
your majesty's pardon . I can't give up my 
right over my little girl. This lord is an 
uncle- -I can't gainsay it: but he's a new-
found uncle . --I have bred her, and f ed her, 




Oh, sir, you have been a father to met 
My good little girl--my darling girl.--
Take thee away from thy own uncle? Pshawt 











Ha t hat 
You are right, captain--you alone ought 
to dispose of her . But I hope to propose a 
match that shall please all parties. --What 
think you of my page--the music - master, who 
brought back the ring? I shall present him 
with a commission in my own regiment. 
Oh \ so much goodnesst 1 
Your majesty has fathomed my O\l'JD wishes. 
And mine . 
And mine. (Approaching Mary . ) 
And--(Extending her hand.)--and mine. 2 
So, here we are, all safe in port, after 
last night's squall . Oddsfisht I feel so 
merry\--my girl's provided for--I have 
mothing now to care for--I'll keep open house 
at the Grand Admiral--I'll set all my liquor 
a-tap--I 1 11 drown all Wapping in wine and 
strong beer--I'll have an illumination--I'll 
make a bonfire of the Grand Admiral--I'll 
give up business for the rest of my life--
I'll sing . 3 "In the time of the Rump,"--
(Mary runs down and stops him.) 
-- Captain Copp, I am your debtor--five 
pounds ten?--accept this watch as a mark of 
III 
1 Kneel . 
2 Mary 






my esteem . The ring I reserve for the 
lovely Mary . 1 (Putting it on her finger.) 
And now , (Beckoning all the characters to the 
front with an air of mystery.) let me 
particularly enjoin on all present, the most 
profound secresy in regard to our whimsical 
adventures at Wapping . 
COPP . - - 2 ( Clapping his finger to his lips.) 
Honour brighti--Mumi 3 
QcURTAINLJ 
III 












bow. Roch . , 











WORKING WITH THB ACTORl 








What is the Character's place in time? 
1. The age in which he lives? 
2 . His nationality? 
What is the Character's place in development? 
1 . His age in years? 
2. His parents and heredity? 
What is the Character's place in the present? 
1. His environment: family , home, job? 
2 . His friends? 
What is the Character's olace in culture? 
1. His religious and secular education? 
2 . His likes and dislikes? Music, art, etc. 
What is the Character's place in humanity? 
1. His temperament? His psychology? 
2 . is character and attributes in general? 
What is the Character's place in action? 
1. His experience up to the time of the play? 
Physical , Emotional, Mental. 
What is the Character 's place i n the play? 
1. His effect on other characters, plot and action? 
2 . His development during the action? 
II. Application of the Analysis to the Overall Character 
and to the Play . 
A. What is the character's Life Goal? 
His basic psychological, spiritual drive and desire 
-- the thing he fundamentally wants most? 
B. How does this life Goal affect him in thi s ~lay? 
1. What steps does he take toward or away from it? 
2 . What effect does it have on the plot and action? 
3 . What effect has it on the other characters? 
1 Elizabeth Ross , "Working With the Actor , 0 The 
Playbill, (published an nually, Al pha Psi Omega Dramatic 
Fraternity, 1951), 5-7 . 
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III . The Relationship of the character to the other eonle 
of the lay . 
A. at are his reactions, specifically , to ev ry 
other person in the p lay? Doe s he dislike them 
and why? 
B. Analyze the character's action and reaction to 
the other people on stage with him, scene by scene . 
IV . Projection of the role on stage. 
A. Concentrate every minu t e of the time on stage: 
--on being in character 
--on what is going on 
B. Listen to every word that is said: 
- -hearing it as new every time 
--hearing it as vitally important 
--hearing it in character 
C. Think about everything that occurs: 
- -in character, 
--all the way through every time 
--in the light of what is happening 
D. React on the basis of what you hear and what you 
t hink : 
- -completely and in character 
E . Remember that every moment on the stage must be: 
more intere s ting than t he preceding moment 
a progression and a build from the first line to 
the last; 
A scene never commences at a lower level than 
the la s t ende d , in rythm, intensity or meaning ; 
Concentration, l istening , thinking , and reacting 
are--as in life--almost simultaneous processes, 
but must be larger than life in order to reach 
the audience. 
V. Application to Interpretation. 
A. Be able to answer the fo llowing questions about any 
instant of t he action while you are on stage: 
1 . When you enter, where did you come from; what 
have you been doing? 
tell 
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2 . Why have you come here? 
3 . What did you expect to find goi ng on? 
5 . ~bat do you want to do about it? 
6. Do you expect to succeed or fail in such action? 
7 . Does this moment lead toward or away from your 
Life Goal? 
B. On the basis of all your study, and the answers to 
questions: 
1 . Motivate every move in character. 
2 . Motivate every word in character . 
In other words , the character 
the director: 
Who and where he is. 
~bat he sees. 
Wby he is there. 
Who 1s with him . 
must always be able to 
\'Vhat action occurs . 
When it takes place. 
What he does about it. 
Why he does it. 
MUSIC 
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SONG -- MARY 
II - 1 
Oht not when o-ther eyes may read My heart up-
When o'er the o-lives of the dell The si-lent 
on my cheek, 
moon-light falls , 
thee, dear lovet Oh then I think of thee. 
thee , dear lovet Oh then I think of thee . 
II - 1 






\ ., / 
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SONG -- COPP 
In the time of the Rump, As old 
- . , Channel• And his crew of Ten-bree-ches Those 
I 
I I I " - • I -Dutch sons of----------------
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DUETTO -- MARY AND EDWARD 
I I - 2 
one day es-sayed to gain En-trance in-to 


























KI NG CHARLES 
PRODUCTION PICTURES 
Act II -- Scene 2 







Act II -- Scene 2 
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STAGE MANAGING 
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Opening of front curtain 
on a dark stage . 
"Within eight days my 
marriage and then, at my 
leisure~ to repent and 
reform. (Roch.-Exi t) 
0 If they want more wine 
they shall have it; but 
they shall drink as mess-
mates, not as guests. So 
have at you, boys, it's 




Two chairs are 
moved in front 
of curtain line 
down right and 
down left. Stage 
lights up. 
Two chairs are 
moved behind 
curtain line . 
Bench is placed 
far down left on 
apron. Black vel-
vet curtain is 
lowered just 
behind the front 
curtain line. 
The following is 
changed during 
Act II, Scene 1: 
Raise palace back 
drop revealing 
tavern back drop. 
Tavern flats are 
placed in front 
of pa.lace flats. 
Feather pen, ink, 
and papers are 
removed from 
table. Three 
chairs are moved 
back stage. Five 
wicker chairs are 
placed around the 
table. Blue 
checked table 
cloth is placed 
over purple cloth 
on table. 




Act & Scene: 
Act III 
Cue: 
"I'll show him what it 
1s to come in the way 




Bench and five 
chairs are moved 
back stage. Blue 







Lower palace back 
drop in front of 
tavern drop. 
King' s chair is 
placed behind 
table. Tall chair 
is placed down 
right directly in 
front of exit. 
Rocking chair is 
placed down left. 
Ink, feather pen, 
and papers are 
placed on table. 
LIGHTING 
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LIGHTING OF THE PLAY 
The light setup in the Picken Hall Auditorium leaves 
much to be desired . A certain amount of genius plus imagi-
nation is required to have lights where and when they are 
wanted . 
Charles The Second did not create too great a problem 
as far as lighting was concerned. After the lights came up 
at the beginning of the play, they were held full until the 
end. All of the stage lights were on a rheostat, the diagram 
of which is included. 
The lights which were used were: two borders, foot -
lights and a chandelier. The front border of lights 
contained eight white bulbs, six blue bulbs, and four 
yellow bulbs. The back border contained ten white lights, 
ten blue lights, and ten red lights. The colored bulbs of 
these two borders were forty watts of 220 volts. The white 
bulbs were 250 watts for 220 volts. In the footlights were 
twelve white lights, thirteen blue bulbs, seventeen red 
lights, and ten amber lights. The colored bulbs were forty 
watts each of 220 volts and the white bulbs were 150 watts 
for 220 volts . 
The chandelier was constructed from the wheel part 
of an old spinning wheel. Fastened on top of the wheel 
were six glass light fixtures covering the bulbs of Christmas 
tree lights . Gold paper was wound around the wheel and cord. 
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The chande lier was suspended from the gridiron and hung 
in the center of the stage. 
The curtain opened on a dark stage and the two scene 
changers entered from left and right stage. They held taper 
lighters with which they simulated the lighting of candles 
in the chandelier. The overhead borders and chandelier 
lights came up slowly as the scene changers 11 lit the 
candles." 
For the footlights gallon cans were cut in half, 
9ainted black with white designs painted on them , and 
fastened on the edge of the apron as shields for the 
"candles." These were "lit" by the scene changers in the 
same manner as the chandelier was "lit." 
At the end of the play the scene changers «snuffed 
out the candles" of the footlights and chandelier and the 
lights were dimmed to a complete black out. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR REEOSTAT SET- UP AND OPERATION 
1. Place the switches on the rheostat on "open 11 position. 
2. Insert dropcords into proper recepticals in the 
rheostat . 
3. Place bi-circut master switch to left on rheostat 
position. 
4 . Place individual circut switches on the board, to 
left as far as possible . 
5. Make certain that rheostat control dials are placed 
at 260 . 
6 . Place re-set switches on ON position . 
7 . Make sure that the switch on the rheostat fuse box 
is OFF . 
8 . Insert rheostat plug into socket which is located just 
below the rheostat fuse box. 
9 . Throw the switch on the rheostat fuse box ON . 
10 . Throw individual rheostat switches to "on rheostat" 
position. 
11 . Lights can now be lowered by turning dial knobs . 
After use , replace UNIT for UNIT as described above, 
beginning with No . 10 and working back through to the 
first operation . 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
!ARNING t. '• ALWAYS HANDLE RHEOSTAT WITH EXTREME CARE; 
PARTICULARLY THE KNOBS . DO NOT ATTEMPT 
TO ADJUST STATIONARY POSITION UNDER !!:!I 
CIRCUMSTANCES . 
DO NOT TOUCH THE CASE OF THE RHEOSTAT AND 
ANY PART OF THE BOARD AT THE SAME TIME . 
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THE PROPERTY PLOT 




3. Rocking Chair 
4. Wicker Chair 
5. King's Chair 
6. Five Chairs 
7. Purple Cloth on Table 
8 . Blue Checked Cloth on Table 
9. Ink 
10. Feather Pen 
11. Papers on Table 
12. Punch Bowl 
13. Ladle 
14. Five Mugs 









5. Three Swords 
6. Watch 
7. Ring 
8. Paper--List of Expenses 
9. Paper--Pardon 







Set Proper ties: 
1 . Table 
2 . King's Chair 
3 . Rocking Chair 
4. Wicker Chair 
5 . Purple Cloth on Table 
6 . Ink 
7 . Feather Pen 
8 . Papers on Table 
9 . Footlights 
10 . Chandelier 
Hand Properties: 
1 . Fan for Lady Clara 
2 . Taper Lighters for Scene Changers 
Set Properties: 




DROP CU RiRIN 









I.UNCH - CURT jlf lN --
Set Properties: 
1 . Table 
2 . Five Chairs 
3 . Bench 
4. Blue Checked Cloth on Table 
5 . Punch Bowl 
6 . Ladle 
7 . Five Mugs 
8 . Tray 
9 . Tea Pot 
Rand Properties: 
1 . Music for Edward 
2 . Sword for Edward 
3 . Sword for Mary 
4 . Sword for Copp 
5 . Keys for Copp 
6 . Paper--List of Expenses for Copp 
7 . Watch for Charles 
8 . Ring for Charles 




---------------- ----------(l CtHflR <) 
Set Properties: 
1 . Table 
2 . King ' s Chair 
3 . Rocking Chair 
4 . Wicker Chair 
5 . Purple Cloth on Table 
6 . Ink 
7 . Feather Pen 
8 . Papers on Table 
9 . Footlights 
10 . Chandelier 
Hand Properties: 
1 . Fan for Lady Clara 
2 . Paper- -Pardon for Lady Clara 
3 . Keys for Copp 
4 . Watch for Copp 
5 . Ring for Edward 





Edward: A page 
a. Base: Two parts 6A, one part 4½. 
b. Liner: Brown . 
c. Rouge : Lipstick. 
d. Powder: No . 9 . 





Two parts 6A, one part 4½. 
Brown. 
Lipstick. 
No . 9. 
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d . Powder: 
Two parts 6, one part 10, one part 4, 
one part brown eye shadow. 
Brown. 
Dark blue. 
No . 9. 












Three parts 6, one part brown eye shadow. 
Black. 
Dark blue. 
No . 9. 
court lady 
One part 6A, one part 4½. 
Black. 
Lipstick. 
No . 8. 
Mary: Copp 1 s young niece 
a. Base : Two parts 4½' one pa.rt 6A. 
b. Liner: Light brown. 
c. Rouge: Lipstick. 
d. Powder: No . 8. 





The play , Charles the Second; .Q.£ the Merry Monarch 
was presented in the Picken Hall auditorium at Fort Hays 
Kansas State College on May 14 , 1952 . 
No attempt was made to recreate a 17th century 
theatre, but scenery , scene changes and costuming were as 
authentic as possible. The play was divided into three 
scenes. The first scene was a room in the palace . A design 
of stones was drawn with charcoal on grey canvas wing flats 
and a canvas backdrop . In the center of the backdrop was 
hung purple corduroy material on which was sewed the Crest 
of ~ngland . This crest was painted in gold on sign cloth . 
The second scene was outside of the tavern . A black 
velvet curtain was dropped directly behind t h e proscenium 
arch and all a c tion occured on the apron. 
Scene three was inside a tavern . A set of wing flats 
and backdrop were painted brown and a design to simulate 
boards was drawn on them with char coal . The backdrop was 
done in perspective for this scene . 
Scene changes were accomplished by two boys who 
changed sets in front of the audience . Between the second 
and third act two girls acted as orange girls, going through 
the audience selli ng oranges . 
Costumes wer e rented from the Denver Costume Company 
of Denver , Colorado. 
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The cast was chosen from the student body by means of 
reading t ryouts . These actors were unfamilar with the period 
of the play , but despite this they portrayed their parts well . 
This was the first early American period play to be 
produced on the Picken Hall stage and was well received. 
Perf ormance time was an hour and a half . 
